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PREFACE

Joint Photographic Intenigence Report JR-4-511 has been prepared by the Army. Navy, and
Central Intelligence Agency, under Army Chairmanship. Its .cope is intended to fulfill the
combined requirement. of the intelligence community on the Tyura Tam Mi..ile Launching
Complex and the Tyura Tam Mi.sile Test Range. Requirements have been detailed as follows:
Army ACS1, ISO SR1-132-1, Navy 0P922H1 project 17-57, and CIA SI/R-55/57, SI/R-77/57,
SI/R-29/58, RR/E/R-31/57, and RR/E/R-45/57. In addition, much atiaimance was received
from the Guided Mi«ile Intelligence Committee (GMIC) in clarifying. amplifying, and coordinat-
ing the various intel/igence requirement..

This report has been prepared primarily to provide a comprehensive photo intelligence
treatment of them important installations, and secondly to facilitate future research and analysis
by having under one cover as much information concerning them as wa. possible to glean front
available photography. In many instance. it reflects the counsel of leading authorities in the
field, of guided mi.sile. and electronics who were provided by the GM1C and the Department
of the Army. Moreover, information from thi, report has already been «ed by GMIC in the
preparation of their annual estimate presented to the Intelligence Advisory Committee.

Background geographic data were supplied mainly by the Geographic Division of the Office
of Research and Reports, CIA. The term "mile." used throughout this report mean. nautical
mile..
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GENERAL

A missile launching installation. prob-
ably of key •ignificance to the Soviet bal-
listic miesile and apace-flight development
programa, les been identified at 45 055, N,
CPIS . H, in the vicinity of Trans Tam, USSR.
The installation, covered by photography on

I. characterised by un-
usual and complex construction activity,
apparent operational status, relative isola-
tion. and maximum security of key com-
ponent 	 Its functional, structural, and
organisational characteristics indicate de-
velopment of • new and permanent Soviet
Meade inuallation for launching and static
testing large ballistic missile. with (1)
intercontinental, satellite, and apace-flight
capabilities, and (2) new or unusual pro-
puleion systems. Moreover, the config-
uration of certain structure, and facilities
indi 	  that the Soviets are developing
rail-supported and, probably, fully integrated
rail-mobile Mettle materna.

The strategic location of this instal-
lation, hereinafter called the Tyura Tam Mis-
sile Launching Complex, in a barren and
Isolated semiarid area near the approxi-
mate center of the large Eurasian-African
land masts further &nuts to its significance

and potential. It is situated in an area
which present. opportunity for considerable
expansion of facilities and permits several
directions of fire. Specifically, it is located
along the Aralsk/Tulikent railroad, between
the towns of Kul Orda, 110 miles to the
southeast, and Novo-Kau/insk, 50 mile.
to the wut. The installation has apparently
developed around the small railroad town
of Tram Tam, which lies just north of the
Syr Darya River.

A probable major new Soviet mimetic
tent range, hereinafter called the Tyura
Tam Missile Test Range, extend. north-
eastward from the Tyurs Tam Missile
Launching Complex. Range head ands portion
of the down range instrumentation facilitiee
are covered by the Plv.411-
raphy. . Probable terminal range inetru-
mutation facilities, covered by

photography, have been
identified on the KrUnchatka Peninsula emu
3,400 mile, to the northeast.

METHODOLOGY

The obvious aignificance of this launching
complu with it. associated tut range called

for analysis in a degree of depth and detail
unique in the intelligence exploitation of
aerial photography. Line drawings and per-
spective sketches were prepared for each
significant component. Measurements of key
structures and facilities were made with the

Icomparator. Asimudis, distance., and
geographic coordinate. wereobtained from •
controlled slotted template laydown and com-
puted with the aid of an electronic digital
computer. Stereagram transparemiu and
photomicrographic enlargements were em-
ployed to insure accurate description. In
every instance measuremeuts and descrip-
tion. were weighted, verified, and rechecked.
All available information, including thecae"
eel of leading authorities in the fields of guided
missiles and electronics, were brought to
bear on the problem of describing andidenti-
lying the numerous structures and facilities
of the launching installation and test range.

Quality of the photography used in this
analysis ranged from good to euellent, Cov-
erage of the Tyura Tam mimile launching
inatallation and the coiltiguous inetrumen-
union facilities was more then adequate
to provide the basis for detailed analysis
by photo interpreters and • subsequent eval-
uation of Soviet capabilities by the intel-
ligence community. Although the Kamchatka

facilities were covered by good quallry photog-
raphy, extensive cloud cover of sevens/ key

areas precluded a complete evaluation of the
nature and extent of instrumentation facilities
on the penineula.

ORGANIZATION

The Tyura Tam Missile Launching Com-
plex and the Tyura Tam Missile Teat Range
are &emceed a. *epergne untie, The 'trot
part of Axis report ululate of • detailed des-
cription and matrons of the Miuile Launch-
ing Complex, including discussionof the main
operational launching and support facilities,
together with the transportation, wuer, pow-
er, and communication networks that serve
diem.

The Trent Tam Missile Test Range is
then treated in similar detail. Range head,
down range, and the probable terminal range
instrumentation facilities on the Kamchatka
Peninsula are discussed in that order. In
addition, a detailed discussion of guidance is
alu included. To facilitate clarity of pre-
sentation. thOSC itetrumentationand guidance
facilities found within the Complex are dia-
cussed with the Test Range.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Tyne Tam Minile LaunchingCom-
plex encompasses an area of approximately
40 square miles and is shaped somewhat like
a "dumbbell", with a Range Head at the north-
ern end and • large Support Base at the south-
ern end. A narrow rail and road artery 14
mile., long connects the Range Head and the
Support Base. Propellant production and
storage facilities are located along the con-
necting rail and road artery, approximately
II miles south of the Range Head. In addition,
an intricate network of communication, pow-
er, water, and cable Itne• connects key
facilities of the Complex.

The Range Head, encompassing some nine
square miles, is the prime area of interest
in the Complex. Its most prominent feature
is an unusually large ballistic missile launch-
ing •nd static firing structure situated at the
eastern terminus of a multitrack rail spur.
Moreover. • ponible ncond launching area
is located in the southwest quadrant of the
Range Head, at the terminus of another
multitrack rail spur. In addition, • large
and diversified group of operational, logisti-
cal, and administrative support facilities
are also evident. Included among these
facilities i• an impressive electronics com-
plex of instrumentation, guidance, and com-
munication facilities.

The Support Base contains the primary
logistical and administrative support fac-
1 titles for the Complex. It is situated 17
miles mouth of the Range Head and jun north
of the Syr Darya River, in the vicinity of
the old village of Tyura Tam. It contains
water treatment and storage facifitiec power
production and distribution facilities, com-
munication facilities ,personnel ing,head-
quarters and administration facilities, and
rail transioading and storage facilities. Al-
though the Support Base shows little direct
evidence of missile-related activities, it is
the primary supply and rail trana/oading point
for the Complex.

Rail transportation, specifically the Ar-
sin/Tashkent railroad. iatheprimsrpmeana
for providing nem. from outside areas to the
Ty., Tam Missile Launching Complex.
This factor coupled with the presence within
the Complex of classification yard. and •hop•,
railroad drive-through buildings, a rail turn-

around, and over 33 macs of new trackage in-
dicate the high degree of dependence on rail
transportation. For example, on

!at lean 140 rail cars were present
within the Complex, several of which were of
unusual configuration.

Apparently, Little or no dependence is
placed upon water, highway, or air transport-
ation. The only air facility in the Complex,.
• small natural-surface airstrip located at
the Support Base. Otherwise, the nearest
major airfield evident on the photography i•
at Dahunly, 34 miles to the southent.
examination of photography covering the Syr
Darya River in the vicinity of Tyura Tam
revealed no significant barge traffic or other
evidence of river transportation. The only
roads Nerving the Complex from the outside
are grave/ surfaced and are irregular in
alignment. They generally parallel the
Aralak/Taahkent railroad and, at time
of photography, were characterized by little
if any vehicular traffic.

At leaat three separate water distribution
systems and their related lines can be traced
throughout the Complex. Lines from the main
system originate at the Syr Darya River and
parallel the rail and road artery leading north
to the Range Head. Lines from the other two
systems serve several smaller and in some
instances key areas of the Complex.

Power facilities which serve the Com-
p/ex include internal and external sources.
Of primary interest is a new main power
transmission line which leads north to the
Range Head from a large power plant under
construction at the Support Base.

Numerous communication and missile
related electronic facilities are evident
throughout the Complex. They vary in site
from single masts or isolated instrumentation
sites to large fenced installations. Of parti-
cular significance are two large communi-
cation areas. One is a probable receiving
station located at the Support Base and the
other is a probable transmitting nation
located along the rail line five miles south
of the Range Head. The guidance and
instrumentation facilities located within the
Complex are generally associated with the
Tyura Tam Missile Test Range and will be
discussed separately in another section of
this report.

Security of atructures and facilities with-

in the Complex varies. The launching areas
receive maximum protection. Multiple fenc-
ing, guard towers, and lights are used. Access
through the road and rail entrances is con-
trolled by gates, and a security building is
situated near each road entrance. The
electronic installations appear to be the next
most heavily enured. They are usually
enclosed by a single fence and are ringed by
• patrol road. In this category are the com-
munication 44444 and several of the inatru-
mentation sites. The water storage, missile
checkout, and several smaller unidentified
areas are also single fenced. Otherwise
most of the conventional logistical and admin-
istrative support areas are unfenced. Evi-
dence of pnaive ncurity,possibly to preclude
ground observation, is indicated by location
of the Range Head some 15 miles away from
the heavily traveled Andsk/Tashkent rail-
road. It is perhaps important to note that
there is no evidence of conventional anti-
aircraft artillery or of surface-to-air missile
sites protecting the installation. Moreover,
no effort to camouflage facilities can be de-
tected.

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

At the time of photography, the Complex
wee characterised by considerable new con-
struction activity. In almost every section,
recently constructed facilities were already
being expanded. Rail cars were evident along
nearly every siding and spur. Vehicles were
moving along the road arteries, and numer-
ous preliminary excavations suggested still
further enlargement. Power, water, and
communication facilities were also under-
going expansion. The large housing facilities
at the Support Base, estimated to accom-
modate at least 5,500 persons, were ap-
parently being doubled in capacity. Most of
the temporary structures, including tents and
construction support areas, were being aban-
doned or moved to other sectiot. of the Com-
plex. The rapid tempo of activity wait further
emphasized by examination of comparative
photographic cover which revealed com-
pletion in a short 23-day period of a major
communication area, previously estimated to
be several months away from completion.

Analysis of photography indicates a care-
fully planned, high priority construction pro.
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gram at the Tyura Tam Missile Launching
Complex. The type and nature of key construc-
tion projects indicate that the Complex
potisibly was begun not later than the•ummer
of 955, two years prior to overflight. In
addition, the degree of completion of several
key facilities and the rate of construction as
evidenced on comparative photographic con-
ersge indicate that the Comp/ex should have
been substantially complete within spear
of overflight, i.e. by mid-1958.

Detailed analysis reveal. that Many

grouts of facilities were completed at the
same time, or were at the same stage of con-
struction, suggesting the following possible
timetable of construction.

Initial Phase (Mid-1955 to Mid-1957):
During the initial phase of construction,
highest priority was given to development and
completion of those facilities necessary to
conduct "live" missile firings. These in-
cluded a launching structure, launch support
and missile checkout facilities, range control
and instrumentation, and an adequate supply
of power and water. At the time of overflight
these minimum requirements appear to have
been satisfied and it is probable, therefore,
that firing operations could have been con-
ducted from the Tyura Tam Missile Launching
Complex by

Second Phase (Mid-i956 to Late 1957):
The second phase of construction, nearly
complete by : wa• manifested
in the expansion of the water storage facil-
ities, construction of two large communi-
cation facilities, and an additional possible
launching area. Of all facilities under con-
struction at Tyura Tam, these facilities
appear nearest to completion and probably
were operational within 10 to 90 days after
overflight.

Third Phase (Early 1957 to Mid 1950:
A third and major phase of construction is
also evident in the Complex. Included in
this phase are water treatment facilities.
a power plant, • new permanent housing
area, and • large probable propellant produc-
tion plant. The. faciliti. are characterised
by permanent-type buildings with well planned
layouts. They probably represent the perma-
nent support facilities for sustained future
and possibly more sophitiicated operational
activities at Tyura Tam.

Future long-range expantion of the Com-
plex is suggemed by the arrangement of
certain facilities at both the Range Head and
the Support Base. The rail lines in the Range
Head, for example, are aligned in such • way
as to facilitate further northward expansion,

particularly of launching facilities oriented
toward the east. The large, unused, and level
expanses to the north, coupled with the
discovery of a very idiom and incomplete
rail spur pointed in that direction, support
this hypothesis. In addition, future long-
range expansion of the Support Base is

suggetied by the numerous projected road
systems and water lines near the new per-
manent housing facilities.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Topography: The Tyura Tam Missile
Launching Complex is a small part of the
Turanitkaya Nizmennost (Turan Lowland). the
vast low p/ain east and south of the Aral Sea.
Elevations average about 330 feet above sea
level. Local relief is insignificant, with
elevations above sea level varying from •
minimum of 280 feet on the north bank of the
Syr Darya River to a maximum of 445 feet
on the hillock called Kilinchik, which is re-
ported to be located 16 miles directly north of
Tyura Tam Village.' However, only the nar-
row strip of land between the north bank of the
Syr Darya River and the Aralsk/Taehkent
railroad is characterized by terrain of fairly
uniform slope. North of the railroad, toward
the Range Head, is a complex pattern of low
ridges and shallow depressions. The depres-
alone have patches of salt marsh or cloyey,
flat bottoms that are wet andaticky in spring.
In summer they become hard and smooth,
with numerous cracks dividing the surface
into small polygons. Since slopes of the
ridges and depressions are very gentle there
are practically no natural obstructions to
visibility.

Extensive use ha, been made of the
depress ions in and around the launching
and propellant areas of the Complex. In
particular, new drainage systems can be
traced from these aaaaa to several of the
Large saline dep rrrr ions.

Climate: Climate of the Complex is
continental, with hot dry summers and cold
dry winters. Visibility is excellientandcloud
cover at a minimum throughout the year.
Precipitation is very low, ranging from one
to three inches per year, with the majority
falling in spring. In winter, northeast winds
prevail a• a result of the seasonal high pre.-
sure system over Central Asia. In summer
the prevailing winds are more northerly, but
local convection causes some variation in
wind direction.

Vegetation: The vegetative cover is
spar. except along the banks of the Syr
Darya Liner and conaist• of desert forms,

• This location of the hillock called Kilinchik
cannot be confirmed by photography. It is
important to note, however, that the only large
hill identified on photography covering the
Complex is approximately four miles north
of the Support Base, near the propellant
production and storage facilities.

principally scattered low shrubs and short
grams.. There are no trees, and • large
part of the surface is completely bare
except during the spring rains, when there
is an extensive growth of short-lived vege-
tation. However, a belt of relatively dense
vegetation. consisting of meadow greases
and thickets of reeds, generally parallels
the Syr Darya River.

Soils: The soils are characteriatictily
desert types. Gray soils predominate, but
extensive patches of saline soils are scat-
tered throughout the area in depressions.
On the hillocks and ridges the soils are
often poorly developed, especially where
sand predominates. In general, the lighter
textur.-- sandy loams and sands --appear
no dominate, but heavier clayey soils are
probably fairly comrnon in the depr.sione.
An area of gypeurn-bearing soils is located
in the northern part of the Complex, where
there was probably limited mining activity
prior to World War II.

Hydrography: Great qbantities of water
are available from the Syr Darya River.
This river flows from east to west across
the southern part of the area and eventually
empties into the Aral Sea. At Ka.linsk, •
short distance downstream (see location
map, page 7), the discharge averages 433

cubic meters per second for the year but
fluctuate* from • minimum of 76 cubic
meters per second to • maximum of 1,080.

The low-water period usually occurs in Dec-
ember and January. The river has two
periods of high water. The first, which is
associated with the spring thaw., occurs
in March and April. The second follows
shortly thereafter, beginning in May and
reaching its maximum in July. The river
is generally fro:en over from the beginning
of December to the beginning of April. At
time of overflight, water treatment, distri-
bution, and storage facilities for the Complex
were undergoing expansion.

Aside from the Syr Darya River, which is
the only perennial stream in the area, sources

of water are meager. In spring, rain water
collects in the depressions and at times may
form shallow lakes, but these lakes generally
dry up within a short time 	 Small scattered
patches of marsh, h 	 , may persist in
the centers of the dep 	 ions. Eight or
ten scattered wells have been reported in the
vicinity of the Complex. Some of the wells
are reported to be saline, and it is there-
fore probable that moat of the drinking
water for the Complex is obtained from the
Syr Darya River.

- 9 -	
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RANGE HEAD
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

I he Trite Tam Range Head encomp 	
an •rea of some nine square miles and
contains many unique structures a• well a•
considerable evidence of operational •,,d
construction-type activates. - f he moat signi-
tIC11111 part of the Range Head is Launch Area
"A", with Its massive rail-•erved missile
launching structure. to the southwest there
is en instrumentation control center and
an tnterferometer-type inatrumentation site.
Si sty . si • hundred feet west-southwest of
Launch Area "A", launch support and missile
checkout facilities are situated astride the
171■111 rail line. Additions/ range head facili-
ties include • power substation, water storage
tanks, a probable water treatment facility,
personnel quarters, conventional storage fa-

•nd a vehicle park. In the south-
west quadrant oh the Range Head, at the
terminus of another rail spur, construction
is under way on a possible second missile
launching area.

Rail, road, communication, power, and
water lines which support the Range Head,
had north in a narrow artery from the
Support Base near Tyura Tam village. At
the Range Head, the rail line hooka first to
the north-northwest and then to the north-
northeast before heading eimt to Launch Area
"A". The road from the Support Base
generally parallels the rail line, although
several departures are evident in the center
of the Range Head. The power and water
distribution iiyatern• appear to have con-
nections with nearly all major facilities and
CrtICIUrt•.

A large communication installation,
Communication Area "A", is located five
miles south of the Range Head, along the
east side of the rail line. Although located
outside the Range Head, this area is included
for discus•ion porpoises because outs proxi -
inity and the intricate net of buried cable
and overhead transmission lines that connect
both areas. This facility, under construction
at the time of photography, probably will be
the trans intning station tor the Complex. In
this regard it is important to note that a
probable wire communication system, rnain-

mined through buried cable lines, connects
this area with Launch Arco "A", Possible
Launch Area "B", the Interferometer-Type
Instrumentation Site, and the Instrumentation
Control Center. Data from these facilities
concerning preparation for firings probably
are transmitted from Communication Area
"A" to down range stations.

Rail facilities supporting the Range Head
are complex, and in sonic instances unique.
Numerous rail cars are situated along the
tracks leading to Launch Area "A". Of
particular interest are several cars of un-
u•ual shape, apparently designed specifically
for missile handling. In addition, specialty-
designed railroad drive-through or service
buildings are /ocated at three different points.
Moreover, it appears probable that missiles
are (I) checked out in a horizontal position
on rail cars, (2) transported to Launch Area
"A" and erected from special missile trans-
porter/erector cars, and (3) fueled directly
irom adjacent rail tank cars. All these
factors seem to indicate the development
of rail-supported and, probably, rail-mobile
missile systems.

Although considerable new construction
activity is evident throughout the Range Head,
examination of photography reveals that sev-
eral key operational and logistical support
facilities were probably complete enough to
initiate and sustain a launching and static
testing program for large ballistic missiles
by mid-•ummer 1957. It is probable that
the Range Head, like the over-all Complex,
i• being developed according to a system of
priorities. A serviceable launching structure
and missile checkout area as well as instru-
mentation and control facilities were ap-
parently completed first. Thereafter, at the
time of photography, most elTorts were being
devoted to expansion or enlargement of
already existing facilities, and to the con-
•truction of Possible Launch Area "B".

It should be noted that the Range Head
can be expanded considerably by • north-
ward extension of the rail line from the
Launch Support Area and the addition of
any number of rail spurs with launching faci-
lities oriented to the east.

LAUNCH AREA "A"

Launch Area "A" is an extremely large
and complex ballistic missile launching and
static testing facility. It is roughly rectan-
gu/ar in shape and covers an area that melt-

,sures	 feet. The launch area
Os well as the launching structure and the

rail spurs which serve intro oriented to
the east. The massive and complex launch-
ing structure, which is located at the eastern
terminus of the rail spur, overhangs a vast
pear-shaped pit. The area also contains
several support structures, servicing and
collimation towers, inatrumentationstations,
and bunkers.

25X1
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INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL CENTER

The Inatrumetuation Control Center,
which has severs/ instrument., radome., and
other unusual ...cot re.. is located 4.680 feet
southwest of the launching platform, at a
point generally in line with the probable pri-
mary direction of fire. A clear line-of-

sight exist. between the Instrumentation
Control Center and Launch Area "A". Buried
cable lines, probably comprising n wire
communication system, connect the two
points. Other buried cable line., roads, and
trails, lead from the Instrumentation Control
Center to the many instrumentation facilitate.
in the Range Head as well ae to those acme

65 mffes down range. The /natrumentation
Control Center was complete and probably
operational at time of overflight, in

INTERFEROMETER-TYPE

INSTRUMENTATION SITE

The Interferometer-Type Inst.mentat-
ion Site is located 1,140 feet w.t-north-
west of the Inatrumentation Control Center,
and is characterised by a circular graded
area which has an unusual "plite" config-
uration located approximately in the center.
The site comprises several control bunkers,
cable lines, and equally-epaced radom..
Buried cable lines connect the site with the
instrumentaGon Control Center.

A geometric relationship between this
site and the servicing and own probable
collimation towers at Launch Area "A"
is such that a line extended northeastward
from the center of the "plus" configuration
passes through all three towers on an azi-
muth of in the probable primary
direction of fire along the lyura Tam Missile
Test Range.

WATER STORAGE TANK AREA "A"

Water Storage Tank Area "A" coastal:ins
of four earth-covered tanks and two tanks
under construction, is located 600 feet south.
west or the Instrumentation Control Center.
Upon completion at the new tankage, the area
probably will have • courage capacity of about
tour million gallons. Three large covered
pipe lines which lead northward from this
area provide the primary supply of water for
firings at Launch Area "A". Another
pipeline, under construction to the southwest,
will connect new tankage of Water Storage

Tank Area "A" with Possible Launch Area

LAUNCH SUPPORT AREA

A major Iowa support area is Located
along the rail line, one mile west-touthwest
of Launch Area "A" and one mile north of

Possible Launch Area "B". It contains
checkout and assembly facilities, personnel
and storage installations, • probable water
treatment facility, • steam/power plant, a
power substation, and several unidentified
structure.. Moreover, it include, what is
probably the main headquarters building for
the Complex, and is a focal point for major
power, water, and communication lines. The
area is served by an excellent roil and road
net and is characterized by considerable
vehicle activity and rail traffic.

POSSIBLE LAUNCH AREA "B"

Possible Launch Area "B" is located
In the southwest quadrant of the Range Head
at the tenninus of a rail spur. It is character-
ised by heavy security and in some instantew
appears to be similar to Launch Area "A".
Two major fenced sections containing • large
railroad drive-through building, a reverted
concrete pad, and several smaller structures,
comprise the area. Analysis suggest. that
thin may be a prototype operational site for
rail mobile missile systems.

A Personnel and Storage Area. which
probably functions a. the primary billeting
point for range head personnel. and a Vehicle
Park. possibly used for mobile instrument-
ation equipment, are located in the southeast
quedrant of the Range Head. Although both
areas are characterised by considerable acti-
vity, chair relative •ignifiunce within the
Range Head appears to be secondary.

•	 •	 •
A detailed discussion and analysis of

important range bead components follows.
Launch Area "A", the Launch Support Area,
Possible Launch Area "B", the Personnel
and Storage Area, and the Vehicle Park
will be shammed as separate entities. In-
etrumentation, communication, power, and
water facilities will be diecussed in later
sections dealing with these subjects .
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LAUNCH AREA IA'

7,0

Launch Area "A", an extremely large
and complex ballistic missile launching and

attc teattng facility, is characterised by
some of the he lest security in theComplex.
It IS enclosed by two parallel security fences
•imated 160 feet apart and measures.

feet. Just inside the outer fence
line and parallel to it i• a aerie• of light
poles, spaced 120 feet apart and probably

used for night security. Guard towers are
located at the four corners of the installation
and at intervals along the outer fence. A
accurity building is situated near the rail
and road entrance..

The single-track rail line that leads into
the launch area approaches the launching
structure on a man-made embankment

feet high and branches inm five separate spur
lines, four of which terminate on the launching
platform. A fifth leads into a building adjacent
to the launching platform. Several long rail
cars, some with unusual configuration*, are
visible in the area. Launch Area "A" i•
served by • large water distribution system
and is criris-crossed by several major drain-
age system.. A probable communication

eystem serves the area by buried cable lines.

Analysis of photography covering Launch
Area "A" reveals that all facilities
were probably complete at the time of
the ! overflight, indicating that
launching or static testing could have
been conducted at that time and po.si-
bly for a limited period prior thereto.
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Pit: The pear-shaped pit measure. 880
by 550 feet, and is oriented along• weat-eaa
axis. The pit ha. been excavated along
two terrace level, and at its deepest point is

feet below ground Level. The lower ter-
race level i•	 above the pit babe. The
upper terrace lies	 below the ground
level, and , above the lower terrace.
The terraces and slope. bounding the western
portion of the pit have been surfaced with •
crude spray, posaibly gunite.

A road enter, the pit from the raised
eastern terminus and leads to the base of the
pit near the foot of the launching structure,
where there are two drainage sump. and a
large unidentified concrete aructure. It is
probable that maintenance of the pit and of the
launching structure base is accomplished
from this road system.

Part of the great volume of earth excav-
ated from the pit haa been placed in • large
pile some 800 feet to the northeast, within
Launch Area "A". The remainder probably
was alai to construct the long mil embank-
ment,	 leading up to the launching
WEVUGEUVW.

The reason for the unusually large pain
Launch Area "A •• is difficult to ascertain.
although it is probable that the large volume
of water planned to be used during firings
at Tyura Tam requires containment, and
possibly treatment and isolation, prior to
dame:ea. It is also possible that thetoxic
or dangerous nature of propellant. used in
firings may require • large pit for flooding
the exhaust.

At least nine instrumentation and ob-
aervation positions, annotated on the line
drawing, page 14, can be identified around
the rim of the pit. These positions lace to-
ward the launching structure and are gen-
erally heavily earth-covered. Six position.
(items "•" through "f") are relatively
small and probably house cameras or instru-
ments. The remaining three are large ob-
servation-type bunkers. The largest(itemg)
i• eeeee d by • covered personnel passage-
way from the road, and is located along the
rim of the pit at • point 300 feet south of the
launching structure. The others area long
linear bunker (item "h") situated southeast
of the launching structure, and a smaller
position (item i ) located at the eastern
end of the pit. These positions provide
ample close-in instrumentation to support
static tea firings at Launch Area "A".

Launching Structure: A rectangularly-
shaped concrete launching structure, which
overhang. die western portion of the pit,

EtIM11.1Ve•

above the level of the flame deflector plate.
The top of the launching structure, hereinafter
referred to as the launching platform, is
supported by two vertical abutments which
lead downward to the base of the pit and
measure up to in thickne.s. The
thickness of the launching platform is esti-
mated to be at least 50 feet, and it is probable
that it has several working levels. Moreover,
it is possible that the structure is honey-
combed with numerous compartments, and
that sections or components of missiles are
processed at these lower lends. Thus,
the exterior face may extend much farther
downward than is shown on the perspective
drawing. The base or the launching struct-
ure is unusually complex. It includes a
flame deflector plate 55 feet wide and flanking
drainage sumps, each of which measures

Their depth cannot be deter-
mined, although analysis indicates that they
probably extend some 	 feet downward.
Two small retaining walla , thick
are located at either side of the base of the
launching structure.

Facilitie. on the Launching Platform:
The launching platform support. 	 1
unique structures, some of which cannot
be identified on available photography. Most
of these are obscured by heavy shadow
or are hidden in blackened areas. The most
prominent of the structures are the servi-
cing tower, located near the center of the
platform, and the probable collimation towers,
situated at opposite corners of the platform.

The launching platform itself i• encloaed
by a perimeter fence and/or wall, and is act-
ved by four rail spurs and several roads.One
of the rail spurs is centered on the platform
and leads into the blackened launching area.
A second spur lead. onto the northern section
of the platform, and a third leads onto the
southern section. Both of these lines flank
the servicing tower and are possibly used by
rail-mobile equipment performing • fueling
or checkout function. A fourth spur, located
between the center and the aouthern spurs,
extends onto the platform for only a short

distance.
Servicing Tower: A servicing and/or

launching tower is situated near the center of
the launching platform. The metal-framed
tower appears to be tubular in shape and mea-
sures It is
supported at the base by several diagonal
strut.. The base, including struts, measures

75 feet across. The exact tower configuration
is difficult to determine because the area at
the tower bane is blackened and in shadow,.
A gantry-crane track with a separ•-
non, leads from the edge Of the launching
plattorm eastward toward the center of the
servicing tower. This suggests that the ser-
vicing tower moves from the center of the
launching area prior to firing. Ho	 • since
the servicing tower and its support base are
much larger dun the gantry crane track, it
appears that pa no of the structure do not move
but are fixed on the platform.

Probable Collimation Towers: Two tow-
er. are located on die launching platform,
one at the northeast and the other at the
southweia corner. These towers, possibly
used with an inertial guidance sy•tetn, •re 110
feet high and have a large array on top at
least 5 feet wide and 10 feet high. The tower
at the northeast corner is supported on a con-
crete lip which protrudes 10 feet out over
the large pit. A powoilde third collimation
tower 60 feet high is situated approximately
400 feet west of the servicing tower.

The arrangement and geometry of the
three tower position, with reference mother
facilities in the Range Head are readily evi-
dent. A line drawn between the two colli-
mation towers on the launching platform
Intersect, the center of the servicing tower,
and an extension of this line southwestward
lads to the center of the large Interfero-
meter-Type kultrumencation Site. A pro-
jection of this line extends northeastward
and auggeststhe probable primary di rection of
the fire and alignment of the Tyura Tam
Missile Test Range. Just as the collimation
towers on the platform are colinear with the
large instrumentation site, the single tower
west of the launching platform appears to be
colinear witlx the servicing tower and a major
in.tromentation site 15,050 feet to the west,
along the azimuth of approximately 900/2700.
This alignment suggests • possible alternate
direction of fire from Tyura Tam directly to
the east.
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Probable Propellant Building: A high,
flat-roofed, rectangular, concrete building I.
located northweat of the launching platform.
The fifth and northernmost rail apur termi-
nates in this building, which is a/. served
by an excellent road system. The building
Ille••ure•	 , and can
accommodate one 80-toot or two SO-foot
rail cars, ha Ithrdneas and Its nearness
to the launching platform indicate that it will
function ari • storage point for a special-type
rail car required In the immediate vicinity of
the launching platform prior to firing. Pro-
bably it serves one or both of the following
unctions:

(I)  Propellant Storage: Propellant tank
cars would be kept in the building prior to
the time of firing to effect "topping" or
possibly fueling operation.. This concept
is further substantiated by the fact that a
similar, if not identical building ha. been
identified along the rail line in the Pro-

pellant Production and Storage Area,
miles south of the Range Head. More-
over, at I.st two liquid-propellant-type
ca. have been identified in the Range
Head on the rail line leading to Launch
Area "A". In addition, it is also pot
sible that work with solid propellants.
such as staging, might be conducted in
this building.

(2) Miaaile Hold or Temporary Storage:
Mimailes brought to Launch Area "A" for
proce.ing might be held on rail cars
temporarily in the building during other
firing operations. Moreover, it is posed -
bin that missile. or component. may be
transferred underground from this build-
ing to the lower levels of the launching
•tructure .
Special Rail Cars:  Eleven rail care are

located on the multitrack rail spur leading to
the launching platform. Nine ca. measure

80 feet in length and two are SO feet in length.
The larger car, have taperedor beveled end.
and me.ure Al-
though most are similar in appearance sev-
eral vary in details 01 configuration. In parti-
cuter, the car clovest to the launching plat-
form has an irregularly-shaped front end or it
ie transporting a covered object, Although
the car. have the appearance of standard
Soviet passenger coachem, it is more likely
that they are specially designed care used in
direct logistical aupport of firing, from the
rail-served launching platform.'

Control Bunker: An earth-covered con-
trol bunker, 145 by /10 feet, is located
approximately 600 feet north of the launching
platform. It i• the probable fire control
point for Launch Area "A". A line-of-sight
has been cleared from dila bunker to the
launching platform, and a connecting cable
tray or personnel paesageway,
feet in diameter and extending tome 200 feet
acros• the open pit, join, the two structures.
Ihe bunker is in line with the servicing mwer
and appear. to have some instruments or
ob jects, possibly periscopes, situated on the
roof. One unidentified object or vent appears
at each corner of the bunker. A possible
covered per•onnel passageway or cable line
leads from the bunker aouthward to the rail
embankment near the probable propellant
building.

Concrete Storage Bunker: A concrete
storage bunker measuring l and
served by an excellent road is located

25%1
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approximately 100 feet west ol the control
bunker, fhe structure, which appears to
he a terrmorary storage point for some-
thing incxi or explosive, is divided into three
separate bay• or chambers, each
square at the top. Ramps lead down Into
each of the three bays and, although the
depth of the structure cannot be determined,
the tops of the bays •re above
ground level.

The mom significant feature. of this
structure are it. sloping wall. and unusual
hardness. At some points, walls are esti-
mated to be 10 feet thick. The supporting
road, which was apparently built to connect
thin hunker with facilities In the immediate
vicinity of the launching structure,, probably
the best in the Complex. It is well graded
and aligned, apparently to in.ure the mare
handling and movement of some critical item
stored in the bunker, probably one of the fol-
lowing:

(1) Solid Propellants: Each of the bays
may be used to store solid propellant
grains, possibly for the upper stages of
a multistage ballistic missile. If so. the
maximum grain length which could be
•ccommodated would be less than 30

feet.
(2) Liquid Propellants: Liquid pro-
pellants might be stored in each of de
three bay. in fixed tank.. Under this
concept, trailer• would back down the
ramps, be filled, and then move along
the roadway to the launching platform.
It is probable that whatever is stored

in the bunker is brought to Launch Area "A"
by rail, and transloaded at a point next to
the probable propellant building. It would
then be moved by truck along the road to
one of the three bays for possible checkout
or protective storage. When needed the item
would again be brought by truck to a point
along the rail line or taken directly to the
launching platform.

Missile Checkout and Final Preparation
1-11._o_jiir A large drive-in checkout-type
building is located 125 feet west of thecon-
trete •torage bunker. This building, which
mea•ures	 h. a center •ection

and two lower end section.
fees high. It i• served by the same road
system that serves the concrete storage
bunker to the east. At least three vehicles
or trailers, probably the one, teed to tran.-
port item, stored in the bunker, are parked
along the went side of the building. Several
smaller buildings are also visible in the

It should be noted that a drainage line
leads westward from a point ad j acent to this
building and near a terminus of the aupporting
road system. It appears probable that toxic
liquids of some type are brought along the
road, dumped at this point, and drained Ono
a newly constructed basin located approxi-
mately 750 feet to the west.

The precise purpose of this building is
uncertain, but some type of missile or
component checkout and final preparation is
probably accomplished here. From this
point, the components are moved by road to
the vicinity of the launching platform.

Support Building.; A small group of
support buildings is located along the south
side of the rail line. One is a gable-roofed
structure and another is a
storage-type, prefab building
It is probable that these support buildings
are toted for temporary personnel quarters
and storage, and house other non-operational-
type support activities. Several srnallet
buildings are also visible in this area.

Security Building: A security building,
measuring 75 by 35 feet, is located along the
fence line near the main rail and road
entrances to Launch Area "A". Buildings
of this type are of standard Soviet design
and have been identified at similar positions
in the Kapustin far Missile Launching Com-
plex. Several buried cable lines from other
arcs. in the Range Head converge adjacent
to this building at the corner of a small
Fenced area, One of these lines leads from
the Instrumentation Control Center and prob-
ably constitutes a wire communication link
between Launch Area "A" •nd the Control
Center. Another, possibly a power line,
leads from the power substation. Another
building, 65 by 35 feet, is located outside the
fence line, near a personnel trench or ditch.

Water Supply: Four large buried water
lines serve Launch Area "A". The three
largest lead from Water Storage Tank Area
"A" and enter Launch Area "A" from the
south, passing under the rail line, and then
extend eastward through a booster pump house
and probably to the launching structure, Al-
though the trace of one of these lines becomes
obscure when it passes into the rail embank-
mem, it probably follows • course between the
other two. The fourth line enters Launch
Area "A" from the west and parallel. the
other lines leading to the booster pump house.
It probably provides the normal daily water
requirements, while the three lines from the
south provide water for firings. It is esti-
mated that these earth-mounded lines, the

scars of which measure across,

are capable of quickly providing up to three
to four million gallons from Water Storage
Tank Area "A" during operational period..

Drainage Systems: The elaboratedrain-
age facilities in Launch Area "A" provide
some indication of the enormous amounts of
liquid residues that will be handled, Already
discussed in this regard are the large pit,
the drainage sumps paralleling the deflector
plate, and the concrete structure in the pit
which may be an underground bunker for
collecting toxic exhaust residuca. ln addition
to these facilitie., there are three separate
drainage systems. The first and largest is
a covered line which leads from a point near
the pit 1,360 feet north to a natural drainage
basin outside the fence line. This basin has
a large darkened center indicating that some
liquids were probably drained into it prior to
overflight. The second system, utilizing
open ditches, rims the pit and leads north-
ward to the fence line behind the control
bunker, and then westward to the large
man-made drainage basin west of the missile
checkout and final preparation building. An-
other line in this system, previously dis-
cussed, leads into this basin from a point
near the road terminus near the missile

checkout and final preparation building. The
third and smallest drainage •ystem, also
utilizing open ditches, begins at a point
between the control bunker and the launching
structure, and leads 1,230 feet westward to
a possible fuel burn-off pin.

The two open-ditch drainage aysterns are
located within the fenced section of Launch
Area "A". and it is probable that they are
enclosed for necesaary "cooling off" or
safety purposes. The largest system, which
empties into the natural basin outside and
north of the fence I.netisprobablpfornbe
large amounts of uncontaminated or treated
water pumped from the pit following • firing.

Power Supply: Power for Launch Area
"A" is transmitted through either of two
facilities. The pnmary supply probably is
transmitted through two secondary power
lines which follow the rail line north and east

toward the launch area. Although the trace
of these lines, which may also serve as light
poles, is lost in shadow just after they swing
eastward (page la), they probably continue,
either aboveground or underground. to Launch
Area "A". Less likely is the other possi-
bility that power is transmitted from the
power substation to Launch Area "A" through
buried cable line.. If so, these lines might
be used for power transmission in the event

of the failure or destruction of aboveground
facilities. Earth Sear and ground clutter
preclude determination of the power dis-
tribution system within Launch Area

Communication Facilities: Although no
major radio communication facilities are
visible in Launch Area "A", a probable
wire communication system •erve• the area
and connects with other key facilities in the
Range Head. This system, as discussed on
page 10, consists of a buried cable line which
originates at Communication Area •'A",
leads to the Launch Support Area, then to
the In. trumentation Control Center, and final-
ly terminates in Launch Area "A". Earth
scar precludes tracing this line within Launch
Area "A".

FUNCTIONS OF

LAUNCH AREA 'A'

The location, orientation, size, and con-
figuration of Launch Area "A" suggest that
it is designed to accomplish one or more of
the following mission.:

Launch Facility for an ICBM Test Ve-
hicle: The size of handling facilities and
ground support equipment at Launch Area
"A" coupled with • missile test range
probably extending some 3400 miles sug-
gests developmental large ballistic missiles
probably with intercontinental capabilities.
Further, the type, permanent nature, and
organizational arrangement of structures and
facilities in the Support Base and the Range
Head indicate that the Tyura Tam Missile
Launching Complex is primarily a missile
test firing facility. However, operational
launchings should not be excluded . a pos-
sibility.

Static Test F.ility for Large Ballistic
Missiles: The site of the emplaced con-
crete launching structure and the large
volume of available water indicate that static
testing is at least one of the function. of
Launch Area "A". • Moreover, close-in
instrumentation and observation points are
sufficient in number to support static test
firings,

Test Facility for New or Unusual Pro-
pulsion System.: The magnitude and com-
plexity of the launching structure and of
the water-handling facilities at Launch Area
"A" reflect unusual and e/aborate prepara-
tion possibly for the handling of extremely
hazardous exlmust re•idum. For example,
the large water storage and distribution
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POSSIBLE LAUNCH AREA 'B'capacity evident at the Range Head indi-
cates that L•unch Area "A" literally could
be flooded during firings. In addition, the
vast pit, drainage slumps and line., asaiwater
disposal and handling grim,. further indi-
cate • requirement for special facilities,
poasibly nec essary to handle one or more of
the following:

(1) Nuclear Propulsion Systems: S	
factors auggeat this future possibility.
Among them are the location of the Com-
plex. in • barren, sparsely set-declare,
away from large centers of population and
other possible Soviet miasile test range.;
the separation of the main Support Base
front the teet launching area by • distance
oh 17 to 20 miles; the m aaa i aa nee. of
the concrete launching and static testing
structure; the elaborate provi•iona for
supplying and disposing of largeamounts
of water; the special efforts to construct
facilities for handling contaminated or
toxic materials; and the relative isol-
ation of Launch Ares "A" within the
Range Head. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the location of support faci-
lities with reference to the prevailing
northeasterly winds may be • factor
which would •eriously limit or preclude
testing of nuclear propulsion systems.
(2) High-Energy Propulsion Systems:
The factors cited above, such as isolation
and provision of massive test facilities,
coupled with construction of an unusual
probable propellant production plant in
the Complex, are consideration. which
suggest that Launch Area "A" may
be used to test high-energy (exotic)
propulsion systems. The enormou.
amounts of water apparently required
during firing operation. at Launch Area
"A" is the most important factor sup-
porting this posaiblity.
Launch Facility for Space Vehicle. and

Earth Satellites: The magnitude and per-
manent aspect of the Complex indicate the
probable initiation ot • program for testing
vehicle. of • new and possibly unusual type,
probably including apace vehicles and earth
satellite.. In this regard, the west-east
orientation of Launch Area "A" and of
certain other instrumentation, as notedearl-
ier, imam. • possible alternate direction
of fire directly to the east.

•	 •	 •

A possible second launch area is located
in the southwest quadrant of the Range Head

and consi•ts of two unusual-ahaped sections,

both of which are fenced, plus a few nearby

facilities. The operational section, under

construction at the time of photography,

measures 4,400 by 1,500 feet over-all and

tapers to 520 feet at either end. It is en-
awed by two parallel security fences, 165

feet apart. Just inside the outer fence
is • line of light poles, probably for night
security. Thia section i• served by rail.
road, and power and water lines. Cable
lines connect it with other key area. of the
Range Head. The possible storage section,
which measures 520 by 490 feet, is located
approximately 2,400 feet to the northwest and
consists of a large reverted concrete pad, an
earth-mounded structure, and several small
unidentified structures.	 This section is
served by an excellent concrete
road, the length of which is fenced, and by a
line of power or light pole..

Area "B" has been called a possible
second launch area because of several signi-
ficant similarities with Launch Area "A",
These two areas have the heaviest security
found in the Complex and both are provided

with major power and water supplies. In
addition, • large water disposal system is
under construction in Possible Launch Area
"B", indicating that, like Launch Area "A",
large amounts of water, will be required
during operations. In this regard, however,
the most obvious and significant di..imilariny
is the apparent absence at Possible Launch
Area "B" of any large fixed launching
atructure or pit like those found at Launch
Area "A". Whereas the latter area is
characterized by deep, heavy, and hard
construction, Possible Launch Area "B" is
characterized by relatively simple above-
ground construction.

Railroad Drive-Through Building: The
largest structure in Possible Launch Area
"B" (item 1) is • monitor-roofed railroad
drive-through building measuring
feet, and nearly completed at the time of
photography. It will probably serve ast •
rnisaile checkout or assembly facility. One
completed rail /int. probably used to •upport
construction, leada into the building from the
north. The embankmeot, for two additional
lines, one of which bypasses the building a-
round the east side. •lao enter the area from
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25%1 the north. These lines converge south of the
building in an area of comiderable conatruc -
tion •ctivity, and continue southward some

25%1 2.500 feet. The southern terminus of the
lines, under construction at the timeof photo-
graphy, probably will be • multitrack rail
spur coruiming of four or ITOre separate
tracks. Embankments for them are under
conmruction and it is probable that no major
structure. will be added in Mi, vicinity as
there are no apparent footing, or foundations.
When completed. therefore, thi• terminal
area probably will contain several isolated

25%1

	

	 rail spurs located in a heavily secured area
with few, if any, adjacent structures.

Gable-Roofed Building: This small • t rut -
cure (item 1), is situated ad-
jacent to the rail lines that lead mouth from
the drive-through building, and is a probable
servicing or storage •tructure.

25xi 
Possible Electronic Facility: A possible

electronic facility (items 3,4, sods) is located
800 feet west of the rail lines, near the center
of the operational section. It consista of my-
eral small buildings of relatively •imple
design and construction, which are the focal
point of • road and • power and/or communi-
cation line. The building. comprising thia

facility were apparently complete at the time
of photography, and at least one of them is
characterized by the heavimt security in the
Complex. This facility is of special interest
In that it ha. been purposely separated from
the rail lines and drive-through building, and
the course of the perimeter fence ha. been
deflected m include it.

2.5%1

	

	
The mom important building in the

facility is an individually- fenced gable- roofed
structure which measurm This
building, the long mi. of which is perpendic-
ular to the rail line under construction,
summed at the terminus of a line of power
and/or communication pole. which leadfrom
• point near the entrance to Possible Launch
Area "B". Its position coupled with the fact
that it has the heaviest security in the Comp/ex
indicate that it may perform • guidance or
control function.

25%1
	

The largest building in the facility is a
25%1	 gable-roofed structure which measures
25%1 and is situated at the terminus of a

concrete road leading directly from a point
adjacent to the rail lines. An open trench,
which parallels the road, maybe. cable line
under construction. In addition, the line of
power and/or communication poles leading
through the facility may connect with this
building. Several mnaller buildings or ob-

ject., the largest of which measures.
square, are also visible in the area,

Storage Tanks: Three tanks (item 6).
each are being em-
placed along the rail lines north and south
of the drive-through building. Water line.
under construction lead into the general
area, but photographic evidence is insuf-
ficient to determine that the tanks are used
for water •torage.

Support Buildings: Three adminiatrative
and/or storage-type buildings (items 7, 8, and
9) are located near the entrance to Possible
Launch Area "B". The smallest, a I
atimre gable-roofed structure (item 7), is
•ituated inside the fence, between the rail line
and the unimproved road. The second, a
gable-roofed possible security building mea-
suring Item 8), is located out-
side the perimeter fence, between the rail and
road entrances. The third, • possible rail
transloading building measuring .	'
(item 9), le located adjacent to the rail line,
200 feet north of the entrance	 Pomible
Launch Area "B".

Unidentified Structures: Five unidentified
structure. (item 10), each ; .kre
located in line north of the drive-through
building. Although precise identification of
these structures is not possible because of
earth scar and construction activity, they may
be buried storage bunkers.

Water Supply: A large water mtpply for
Possible Launch Area "13 .. will be provided
through a new line (item II) from Water
Storage Tank Area "A" in the Range Head.
The ditch for this new line, with pipe emplaced
at some points, frIN•llif• Al-
though its alignment can be traced to Po•sible
Launch Area "B", earth mar and c,onstruct-
ion activity preclude tracing the lines within
the operational section.

Drainage System: Anelaborate drainage
system is under construction in Possible
Launch Area "B". It is evidenced pri-
marily by a drainage line under constru-
ction (item 12) from the operational section
to • large natural drainage basin located to the
southeast. The ditch which has been ex-
cavated to carry this line is
It is probable that water used in the oper-
ational section will be disposed through this
mate',

Pomible Storage Section: The most
conspicuous feature of the possible storage
section is a large road-served concrete
pad measuring 80 by 65 feet (item 13). It is
enclosed on three side. by an enormous
earthen revetment, with the open side facing

to the west. Just to the rear of the revetted
pad is an earth-mounded structure (item 14),
possibly a bunker or storage tank. The
exact configuration of this structure, whether
circular or square, is difficult to deter-
mine, but it measures approximately
across. It is served by the concrete road
which also serves the pad. A small shack-
like building or object (item
15), is situated next to the earth-mounded
structure, and appears to be related to the
line of power or light pole. which lead into
the area.

The function of this smaller fenced
section, which includes items 13, 14, and
15, is probably related to the handling of a
toxic or explosive material. The excellent
road, the revetment, and the earth-mounded
bunker or buried tank support this contention.
If the earth-mounded structure behind the
revetment i• a water tatik or bunker, possibly
for storage or control, the revetted pad may
be a storage point for solid propellants.
The possibility of temporary nuclear storage
or handling, however, cannot be dismissed.
Whatever the mission of the possible storage
section, the configuration of the fence lines
and alignment of the road systems suggest
• direct functional relationship with the oper-
ational section of Possible Launch Area ''B".

FUNCTIONS OF POSSIBLE
LAUNCH AREA 'B'

The location of thi• inmallation within the
Range Head and the arrangement of its

suggest that Possible Launch Area
"B" will perform one or more of the fol-
lowing functions:

Prototype Operational Site for Rail-
Mobile IRBM or ICBM: Under this concept,
Possible Launch Area "B" would represent
the actual layout of an operational site, and
would be the prototype where the develop-
ment of equipment, training of crews, and
test firing of missiles would be conducted.
Missiles would be checked out horizontally
on flat cars in the railroad drive-through
building and moved onto the multitrack rail
•pur. Further checkout and the addition
of other components brought by road and
possibly stored at the resented concrete pad
would occur where the road comes closest to
the rail line, at a point 750 feet south of the
drive-through building. From this point the
missile would be moved to the terminal area
of the multitrack rail spur, where servicing

and fueling probably would be effected from
cars along paralleling line.. Guidance and
control might be accomplished from the
possible electrocics facility located goo feet
to the west, or from mobile rail cars. In
Mi, regard, it is perhaps relevant to note
that a colinear relationship exims between
Launch Area "A", the Interferometer-Type
Inatrumentation Site, and this Installation.
Specifically, the line vrhichpasses through the
servicing and probable collimation towers and
the center of the "plus" configuration inter-
mots the terminal area of the multitrack spur.
One argument against the hypothesis that this
i• a second Lunching facility L dmt missiles
fired from Area "B" along the Tyura Tam
Missile Test Range to the northeast would
pass over the center of the Range Head. In
addition, distances between key facilities
are relatively short.

One advantage of this type of Launching
installation is that it requires relatively
simple construction and only minor modi-
fication of the landscape. Therefore, posi-
tions of this type could be easily constru-
cted at hundreds of points along the exten-
sive Soviet rail system.

Missile Checkout and Hold Area:  Under
thi• assumption, missiles intended for firing
from Launch Area "A" would be checked out
at Possible Launch Area "B". Thaw finished
and ready for firing waild be stored on the
multitrack rail spur until required. The
heavily-revetted concrete pad would possibly
store solid propellants or HE components in •
protected area prior to final assembly in the
operational section.

Propulsion Test Areal According to this
hypothesis, missiles being prepared for lau-
nching from Launch Area "A" could be
static tested in a horizonta/ position in the
terminal arm of the multitrack rail spur.
Preliminary checkout and post-firing serv-
icing would take place in the drive-through
building. At the time of overflight, h 	 ,
there were no apparent provisions Mr exhaust
handling facilities which would be necessary
to conduct such static testa. In addition, the
short distances between key facilities and the
proximity of the fence be seem to preclude
this possibility.

• • •
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LAUNCH SUPPORT AREA
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The Launch Support Area containa many
ol the operational, logistical, and admini-
strative support facilities for the Range !lead.
these facilitie, which extend for innrie 6,500
feet along the rail line leading to Launch Area
"A", are characterized by conaiderabie acti-
vity. There are about 53 rail car. in the area,
sever•I of which have unumual configurations
probably relating to mle transportation,
erection, and fueling.

Micelle Checkout and Assembly Faci-
lities: Theme facilities are located within
a fenced area situated astride the rail line
leading to Launch Area "A". Enclosed by
a °mud fence with • tower at each corner,
the area meaaures and is
characterized by considerable activity. A
rail line, which divides into four •eparate
lines, passe. through the area. Three of the
lines lead through • large building, which
probably functions as a checkout and possible
membly point for rni•sile• in a horizontal
poeition on rail care. Th. building, which
is the large.t one in the area, measures 395
by 95 feet, and it 70 feet high. A narrow
shed parallels the entire wear tide of this
gable-roofed structure. A •rnall flat-roofed
•ection, probably • monitor for ventilation,
is situated near the north end. 'The build-
ing served by water and power lines and a
good road system. the fourth rail line into
the area leads around the eaat side of the
building and connect• with the other three
lines outside the fenced area.

Considerable activity is found in the
northern oection of the area on the rail line.
and the concrete apron. that •traddle the
tracks outside the drive-through building.
The most •ignificant item is an unusual-
ahaped rail car, probably a missile trans-
porter-erector, located along the rail line that
bypasaca the drive-through building. This car
mea a u res and appears to be
a flat car with • lattice steel framework
superimposed on top. One end of the frame
t• raised much higher than the other, andthe
car resembles a German "meillerwagon"
used to tranaport and erect miasiles in the
"I , MS guided missile trains". Another
item of interest is a linear object •ituated
at the northern entrance to a •hop-type
building which measure. and is
located 150 feet east of the drive-through
building. The ob l ect, which me...urea
111 length and	 feet across, is • poasible
mosaile or mismile atage, or a transporter.

Several other support and shop-type
•tructures, including a security building
measuring . are located in the
southern and eastern portion.. of the
checkout arca. Of particular interest . ia a
relatively tall tower which
is apparently connected with the water line
mm Water Storage Tank Area "A" in the

Range Head, lathe northwest corner i.a long,
narrow building •	 beside which a
tower is under construction.

Power Substation: The power substation
is located near thc approximate center of the
Range Head, at the terminus ol the main power
transmission line under construction from the

PROBABLE WATER TREATMENT
FACILITY
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Support Base. Two building. comprise the
power substation. One is • probable trans-
former station : and the other
Is a probable control house.
A secondary line radiates from the substation
to Water Storage Tank Area "A" and the
Personnel and Storage Area. Traces of
other secondary lines leading to key faci-
lities in the Range Head are evident on the
photography, but the probable connection
between these line. and the substation can-
not be determined because of considerable
earth scar and construction activity in the
Launch Support Area.

Stearn/Power Plant: A medium-size
steam/power plant Is located along the rail
line, approximately 400 feet west of the
power substation. It is situated south of the
missile checkout and assembly
and is probably served by the main water
line from the Support Base. The plant
measures tic by 60 feet over-all, and has
a tall stack located on the east side. Just
north of the main building is • smaller
structure 25 by 20 feet. with a conveyor
leading to the top. Small amounts of coal
are visible between these buildings, but
the primary supply of coal ia stored approxi-
mately 2,500 feet to the south along the main
rail line at • point west of the railroad re-
pair shop. Although basically designed
a. • steam or heating plant, its location
relative m the power substation and the
main power distribution nets of the Range
Head indicate that this facility possibly
fulfilled acme of the power requirements
for the Range Head during the initial con-
struction plume.

Probable Barracks: A well-planned area
containing five small gable-roofed buildings
(item A), six large barracks-type buildings
(item B), and • black-top pad are located
approximately 2,700 feet south of the missile
checkout arca. Both sections, (items A and
B), are served by •n excellent black-top road.
The buildings appear wel/-kept and may be
living quarters for top technical personnel.
The pad, 70 by 45 feet, may be toted for a
meteorological station, a helicopter landing
point, or an instrumentation or personnel
observation point. A clear line-of-sight
einem between the pad and Launch Area "A".

Probable Headquarters and Laboratory
Facilities: Located approximately 1,500 feet
south of the missile checkout area is a •mall
group of buildings (Item C), each of • differ-
ent type, which probably constitutes the head-
quarters •nd laboratory •rea for the Complex.
This area is adjacent to the primary focal

point for power and communications, located
350 feet to the east. The largest and most
complex structure in the area is ahead.

 quarters or adminiatration-rype building
over-all, facing the main road

which leads through the Range Head. Sev-
eral smaller structures, aome of which prob-
ably house laboratory facilitie., are grouped
in the south and wet. part of the are, Two
are earth-mounded bunkers which appear to
have • function related to propellant or high
explosive. (HE) storage. The larger one,

has several vents and a possi-
ble entrance facing went. The other is a
rectangular earth-mounded structure.

with several smaller buildings adj-
acent to it.

Possible Transloading and Storage Faci-
litie.: A group of bui 'ding. (item 0) 1. located
adjacent to the rail line wraith of the missile
checkout and asitembly facilities. The largest
building is an unidentified flat-roofed stru-
cture that measures Four
other smaller and possibly more significant
structures located along the rail line may
perform a storage or transloading function.
One of these is an earth-mounded bunker
measuring	 , and probably used
For HE or other hazardous-type storage.

Keil 1 ranaloaning Polo, A bulk-mat-

erials tranaloading point (item F), is located
along the rail line approximately 1,400 feet
north of the missile checkout and assembly
facilities. A tall tower with a conveyor is
the most prominent structure in the area.
Nearby there is a long transloading building
and several small sheds.

Initial Construction Camp: The original
construction effort for die Range Head was
centered in the section 1,500 feet northwest
of the missile checkout and assembly feel-
Ede. (item G). At the time of photography,
earth scar and hundreds of former tent bases
were still visible indicating that open storage
and numerous tent sections were formerly
scattered throughout the area. The only per-

nent facilities remaining are those near the
rail line, which consist of storage and bar-
racka-rype buildings that probably are still
in use.

Other Support Buildings: Several other
small buildings are located in the Launch
Support Area. The most !significant appears
to be a small structure 40 feet square,
situated between the rail lines just south of

the missile checkout and membly
This single building is strategically located
and is reached by an excellent road system.
It may serve an admintinrative function or
provide storage for some critical item.
In the southern section of the Launch Support
Area is &railroad repair shop,

and a probable Water pumping
nation.

Probable Water Treatment Facility:  A
large probable water treatment facility is
under development west of the missile check-
out and assembly facilities. It is characteri-
zed by • rectangular-ahaped clearing

Mntaining at least six probable
setdement basins,' The
basins appear to be rimmed with excavated
earth. Two large earth-covered water lines
lead into the area, one from the northeast and
another from the southeast. They merge and
extend westward for 100 feet to • probable
skimmer. From this point the single line is
obscure, but appears to bead into the central
part of the probable water treatment facility.
These water lines appear m have vents or
openings along the upper surface for their
entire length. Although the exact purpose of
the facility cannot be determined, it is prob-
able that water used in range head operations,
which requires disposal or reclamation, will
be processed in theme basin.. In any case,
water processed in this area apparently can-
not be discharged through the normal drainage
system or dumped into the outlying saline
basins.
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PERSONNEL & STORAGE AREA
	

VEHICLE PARK
The Personnel and Storage Area is locat-

ed in the ...then, section of the Range Head
and is served by an excellent road, • second-
•ry power line, and a water line. The area
encompasses toome 137 acres and contains at
lea. t io • epa rately -tem ed mub 	 nd some
en structure*. including 17 barracks-type
buildings. 21 earth-covered bunkers or pre-
fab-type storage building., and 12 warehouse-
type buildings. Several smaller unidentified
buildings and • large amount of open storage

are *uttered throughout the area. A large
fenced section located in the northeast is a
combined motor pool and maintenance faci-
lity. Approximately 40 vehicles and two main-
tenance-type, drive-through buildings are
visible.

The area probably functions as the pri-
mary billeting point for range head personnel.
In addition, conventional storage, vehicles.
and equipment are located in the vorious
fenced subeections.

The Vehicle Park, which is fenced and
measures, in located about
600 feet southeast of the Instrumentation
Control Center. The park in carefully laid
out and unusually well-kept compared with
other vehicle areas in the Complex. It con-
tain, five major buildings, three of which
are probable vehicle eheds, two earth mounds,
and 33 vehicles.

The purpose of this installation is pos-

sibly related to the storage and maintenance of
mobile instrumentation equipment. The in-
stallation is served by an excellent road and
is connected with the Instrumentation Control
Center by a buried cable line. It is also
relevant to note that the park is located in
the same vicinity and served by the same
road, as the Interferometer-Type Instru-
mentation Site and the Instrumentation Con-
trol Center.
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SUPPORT BASE
rhc S , port Base is the primary supply

-a tranaloading point for the Compka

tnti contains administrative facilities, per-

nit! housttl•, and facilities forwanertreac-

a. power production, rail translouling,
miscellaneous storage. It is situated

between the Arena/Tashkent railroad and

thn SyT River, and encornpaseas an

at ea of approximately II square miles.

Csarially. the Support Base is merved chief-

ly by the Ara/sk/T”hkent railroad. This

a,1 sme/1 natural-surface airfield con-

...ate the only ma jor facilities providing

to outside regions. Internally, the

Surs uat Base is well served by primary and

mer,mdetry roads, by rail spurs and sidings,

,nj power, water, and communication

ac,..ties.

ARAL ,K- A HKENT

STORAGE AND CONSTRUCTION
SUPPORT AREA177',-
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ADMINISTRATION AND HOUSING AREA

The Administration and Housing Area
I. located in the Support Base near the Syr
Darya River. at • point approximately two
mile. eolith of the Aralskaa•hkent railroad
(see page 21). It contain. a large permanent
housing .ection with associated &thin/narra-
tion and storage or shop-type buildings. In
addition, • motor pool in located to the west,
and • possible laboratm y or public utility
nction is located to the cut. The presence
of new pipelines and evidence of new urea
patterns indicate that • major exparisionpro-
gram is projected or underway in the north-
east section of the area. A detailed descrip-
tion of individual components in the Admin-
tetrad. and Housing Area follow..

Permanent Housing Section: The per-
manent housing section with its associated
adminiatration and support buildings, is laid
out in • regular pattern which covers some 450
acre. and contains ao many as 225 major
structures. Numbers and types of buildings
and floor space, in square feet, are as follows:

28 Administration-type
129 Personnel Housing-type
68 Storage and Shop-type
Total Floor Space

It i. estimated that the Administration
and Housing Area could have accommodated
at least 5,500 person. in Con-
sidering the expansion capability, based on
undeveloped street patterns and utility sys-
tems, the area when completed probably will
house in noes. of 10,000 persons.

Motor Pool: A motor pool is located
jnut west of the main part of the Admin.-
tradon and Housing Area. Approximately
85 vehicles were parked in the area at the
time of each overflight.

Possible Laboratory or Public Utility 
Section: A section containing • large and
complex building 145 by IS feet and a consid-
erable number of linear earth scars 10 under
development approximately 1,500 feet east of
the permanent housing section. It will
pos•ibly perform a laboratory Or public
utility function.

Tent Area: In addition to the per-
manent-type housing facilities, • tent area
is located adjacent to the Syr Darya River,
nod, of Communication Area "B”. The

area contains 63 pyramidal tents, each 20
feet square. • large T-ehaped mess -hall-type
building with 7,800 square feet of floor space,
and several smaller storage buildings. Ex-
amination of comparative photo coverage re-
veal. that the tent area le being abandoned,
and that between .15 of the
tents were removed. Moreover, ground
scars indicate that at lean 135 similar-
type tents had previously been located in the
area. This reduction in the number of tent.
and the apparent evacuation of the tent area
indicates that the construction workers are
being phased into the newly-developed per-
manent housing areas or have left the Sup-
port Bose.

TYURA TAM AIRFIELD

The only air facility within the Complex
is • natural-outface airstrip located two
miles northwest of the Administration and
Housing Area (see page 21). It is oriented in •
northean/southwest direction and m aaaaa es
4.200 by 260 feet. Feature. associated with the
strip include • long row of probable storage
crates, a fenced probable maintenance build-
jj,g1	 an unidentified building

' and several probable vehicle..

Earth-moving activity on the airfield at the
time of photography indicates that it J. being

OnprOved. The field is in operational use;
aircraft oWerved include two CABS ol

and 4 CABS and one COLT on:

COMMUNICATION AREAS "B" AND "C"

Two communication in...Dations are
located within the Support Ba.e(see page 2i).
COMMUMeation Area "B", which is located
approximetely two miles west of the Adminis-
tration and Housing Area, covers 250 acres,
exclusive of an anociated communication
control center to the north. Communication

Area "C", which is located in the eastern
pan of the Support Base, covers 24 acre..

Both installations are characterised by
considerable new construction activity sod.
coupled with Communication Area "A" five
miles south of the Range Head, constitute the
primary communication facilities for the
Complex. A detailed ant ription of the. e
ities I. given on pages 30 to 32.

WATER TREATMENT AND DISTRIBUTION
FACILITIES

Extensive water treatment and /than-
button lecithin are located in the Support
Base, The chief supply of water for the
Complex is provided from facilities along the
Syr Darya River, one mile northeast of the
Administration and Housing Area (see page
21). Old and new distribution system. can
be traced to various points in the Support
Base as well as northward to the RangeHead.
A detailed analyst. of water treatment, stor-
age, end distribution facilities is given on
pages 28 and 29.

Rail-served facifitie. at the Support Base
constitute the primary logistical support and
supply points for the Complex. They are shown
on the facing line drawing and discw•ed in de-
tail below.

STORAGE AND CONSTRUCTION
SUPPORT AREA

The Storage and Construction Support
Area is characterised by a large amount of
rail-served open and covered storage. Fuel
and construction material. are the only
items which can definitely be identified. The
presence of 14 separately-fenced areas con-
taining varied storage facilities and num-
erous unidentified objects indicates that this
is the main construction support and stor-
age area and bulk materials tnnoloading
point for the Complex. In addition to
numerous other smaller sections of ware-
houses, shops, and open storage, the Storage
and Construction Support Area includes the
following more important component..

Probable Fuel Storage Section: A prob-
Wle fuel storage section (item A), which
covers an area approximately 040 by 410
feet, is fenced and rail served, It con-
sists' of 36 probable fuel tanks, placed
horisontelly in nine sections of four each.
Pin of these •ctions are earth-covered.
The individual tanks measure
length and	 in diameter.

' Ponible Crate Storage Section: This
rail-served open storage section (item B)
contains 24 possible crates, nob 75 by 15
feet, as well as other material.

Warehouse Section:  This section (item
C) include. 13 prefab-type buildings, 160
by 50 feet each, and two others the same
line under construction. Five probable vent.
are evenly spaced along the center roof line
of each building. One of these buildings
has a concrete abutment at one end. A
fenced area within the section m aaaaa e. 640
by 540 fen and contains four of the prefab
building., 20 possible crates each 50 by 10
feet, numerous vehicles, one unidentified
building. three probable earth-covered build-
ing., and other unidentified objects and

activity. The entire warehouse section
served by • network of light pole., and a
rail spur passes through the center.

Bulk Fuel Storage Section: The bulk
fuel storage section (item D) contains two
large earth-mounded structures and several
smaller lacilides. These otructurn, which
are probably earth-mounded fuel storage
tank., are shaped like truncated cones. They
menure 110 feet acron at the bane and 55
feet across at the top, the latter figure sug-
gesting the probable diameter of the tank..
In addition, there are three possible exca-
vations for future tanks, two completed fuel
tanks 'a large earth
mound meenring 660 by 45 feet, and four
miscellaneous buildings.

Unidentified Buildinw An L-shaped
building (item E), located 700 feet north-
west a the possible crate storage section,
may be of significance because of at least
eight •pbere-eltaped objects,
in diameter, clustered nearby.

Motor Pool: The motor pool (item F)
consist. of two areas, one of which contains
four shop and maintenance-type buildings.
Approximately 80 vehicle. are visible in
the two areas.

Large Shop-Type Building: A large moni-
tor-roofed building (item G), 165 by 85 feet,
probably is the only building in the Storage
and Construction Support Area capable of
handling heavy machine equipment and ma-
terial.
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TYURA TAM RAIL FACILITIES

Railroad shops, • classification yard, •
water tower, and • passenger station com-
prise the main Tyura Tam rail facilities
located along the Aralek/Tashkent railroad in
the northern portion of the Support Base.
These, coupled with rail facilities inthe Stor-
age and Construction Support Area, constitute
the primary rail head and transloading point
for the Comp/ex. The classification yard
(item H), approximately 3,200 feet long and
12 tracks wide, is located north of the village
of Tyura Tam and approximately 2.500 feet
west of the junction of the main rail line
and the rail line which leads north to the
Range Head. A single-track 'eye" turn-
around, two car repair shops, and an uni-
dentified building under construction are
located 4,000 feet west of the classification
yard (item J).

Tran•loading probably is accomplished
in two large buildings measuring 160 by 45
feet each (item K), located along the north
side of the classification yard. Three access
roads lead under each building, probably for
traneloading bulk materials from rail car.
to trucks.

MAIN POWER PLANT

A new power plant, under contraction in
is Ideated at the tenninn of

• multitrack rail moor near the center of
the Suppo. Base. The plant, nearing com-
pletion at time of photography, will be the
primary source of electric power for the
Complex. Net. transmission lines radiate
to key 	  in the Support Base, and •
large line leads northward to the power
ubstation in the Range Head. A detailed

discussion of this plant and other power
facilities is given on pages 26 and 27.

TYURA TAM VILLAGE
AND ADJACENT FACILITIES

Tyura Tam Village: The new section
Tyura Tam (item L) is located just south

of the classification yard. It con o i aaa of
seven small fenced areas and approximately
20 modern-type buildings. The old village
of Tyurs Tam is located adjacent to the new
sect, on and cons.. primarily of old, mud-
hut-type structures.

Possible Crushing Plant: A possible
crushing plant (*,em M) is located on the
north side of the clanification yard, and
consists of what appears to be • multi-
story primary crusher building measuring 55
by 25 feet, • secondary crusher building
measuring 55 by 20 feet, and a screening
building 65 by 30 feet. This plant, possibly

built in connection with the reported former
mining activity in the area, may now be used
to process crushed stone for concrete or fill.
An old road, now in disuse, leada northward
from the plant toward the reported mineral
deposits.

Unidentified Fenced Area: An unidenti-
fied fenced area (item N) lies 900 feet

north...am of the possible crushing plant.
The area measure. 640 by 140 feet and con-
tains ii buildings, one of which is under
construction. There are five major build-
ings. Three measure	 one
measures 140 by 15 feet. and one L-shaped
building measure. 110 by 15 feet, with a
tring 55 by 35 feet.

2501
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The Propellant Production and Storage
Area. located along the rail line four mile.
north of Tyura Tarn village (see page 8), en-
comp	 bout 184 acres and ill character-
iaed by considerable new construction activ-
ity. The area I. served by •evera/ rail
tramfer or loading points, rndings, ands rail
line under construction, an well as by the
main road between the Support Base and the
Range Head. A major water line and •
secondary power line, both under construe-
600, will also serve the area. The Pro-
pel/ant Production and Storage Area includen
the following four major components situated
along the east side of the rail line: an Admin-
istration and Storage Area (item A), • Prob-
able Propellant or High Explosives Storage
Bunker (item B), Water Storage Area "C"
(item C), and • Probable Propellant Pro-
duction Plant under con•truction (item D).
Along and west of the rail line there is •
Probable Propel/ant Tank Car Servicing Area

	

(item E) and an unidentified area (item F) 	
The Propellant Production and Storage

Area probably has undergone two •ep	
stages of development. Initially, several
small propellant or HE storage bunkers and
related support structure. (item. A, B, and
C) were constructed in the southern part of
the • rea, probably to support firing operations
at Launch Are. "A" pending completion of
the Probable Propellant Production Plata
under comtruction. These facilities are
probably dependent upon an outside sourced
supply for propellant.. The second stage of
construction, probably begun in the period
6 to 15 months prior to overflight, I. char-
acterized by the conatruction of • major

new plant which appear. to be designed to
provide • local source to meet future pro-
pellant requirement. for the Complex. The
plant, approximately 50 to 60 percent com-
plete at the time of photography and including
several propellant-type production and stor-
age building., I. being developed con-
currently with the new water treatment and
power plant facilities under construction
at the Support Base. It is significant to
note that these facilities must be completed
before the new Probable Propellant Produc-
tion Plant can become operational. This
theory of concurrent development is further
supported by the fact that all three facilities
are at apprOximately the same stage of
construction, with completion estimated for

the period between
It is probable, therefore, that the new

p/ant, together with the anociated power and
water facilities under comtruction at the
Support Base, rep 	 permanent and well.
planned installations designed to support
future firings from the Complex.

ADMINISTRATION AND STORAGE AREA

This fenced area (item A), 300 feet
square, appear. to be the oldest in the Pro-
pellant Production and Storage Area. It
contains four conventional administrative or
storage-type buildings, two probable earth-
covered storage bunker., and several uni-
dentified structures. Each of the two prob-
able earth-covered bunkers, located in the
	  part of the area, rn	

and appears to have an entrance or
dormer, or vents at the western end. This
area, which is connected to the main north/
south road by an excellent concrete road,
probably functions as the administrative
center for the Propellant Production and
Storage Area and as a storage facility, prob-
ably for propellant. or high explmives. It
is significant that the two probable earth-
covered storage bunkers are similar to ones
found in • large iturface-to-surface ballistic
missile launching area of the Kapustin Yar
Missile Testing Complex. Four hundred
feet southern.t of the fenced enclosure there
are several possible tanks, each
It, diameter, and • tent area probably used
during initial comtruction activities.

PROBABLE PROPELLANT OR HE STORAGE
BUNKER

A fenced, nrth-covercd storage bunker
(item B), measuring and prob-
ably used for propellant or high-explosives
storage, is located 200 feet west of the Ad-
ministration and Storage Area. It appears
to have • vent located at the eastern end.
A road leads directly from the fencedbunker
to the main north/south road between the
Support Base and the Range Head. Just
outside the fence, at the east end of the
enclosure, are two small pottaible tanks.
A storage bunker, similar if OW identical

- 24 -	
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to this one, is located in a large outface-
to-surface ballistic mmoile launching area
S the Kaputnin Tar Misaile Teating Complex.

WATER STORAGE TANK AREA "C"

Water Storage Tank Area "C" (item C)
I. part of the Supplemental Water System
serving the Complex. It is fenced andconsi 000
of two earth-covered tanks, each 35 feet in
diameter. situated on top of • Ill11. In addition.
	 al poen Oily related structures are locat-
ed approximately 375 feet to the northwest.
The primary supply of water for the Propel-
lant Production and Storage Area will be
provided by the supplemental water line
which lead. northward from the new treat-
ment plant under con•truction at the Sup-
port Ba.e. This line cut. Into the hilleide
at • point between the two tanks. Prom
this point two line, lead northward. The

25X1	 larger, which M being laid in a ditch	 I

25X1
	

1	 I leads to the Probable Propellant
Production Plant under conatruction. The
•econd, earth-covered and apparently com-
pleted, leads northmtward to the Probable
Propellant Tank Car Servicing Area (item 6).
This line passes through the area containing
the several posailily related structure., one of
which ie a small earth-coveredbunker some-
what •milar to the ones identified in the
Administration and Storage Area (item A).

In summary, it ia important to note
that the only line leading north from the new
water treatment plant under conotrucnon at
the Support Base terminates in the Pro-
pellant Production and Storage Area, and
that in all probability large amounts of
treated water, stored in and distributed
from the two water storage tanks, will be
required for operation of the new Probable
Propellant Production Plant.

25X1
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PROBABLE PROPELLANT PRODUCTION
PLANT'

A Probable Propellant Production Plant
(item D) it: under construction in tile north-
• Serioue conoideratiot we, given to the
moll/Wry that this inatallation was some
type of mimole handling area, possibly for
"4iry" tents. The apparently large waterand power requirement., however, coupled
with the fact that the rail-served
were Its no way Manlier to other rail-served
missile handling building. at Tyura Tam and
Rapumin Tar tended to preclude this pos-
sibility.

ern section of the Propellant Production and
Storage Area. The plant encomp ..... 35
	  and contain, nine major building., some
of which are unique and have configuration.
which indicate • function relating to pro-
pellant production, handling, or otorage.
should be noted that several buildings are of
a permanent type, some apparently with steel-
frame construction and others with • notably
hard appearance. The plant, when complete,
will be served by a rail line, a Immo:Lary
power line, and a major water line.

Possible Rail Transfer or Storage Build-
A rectangular building (item D-1).—

is located along the rail Ilia-
,

under conetruction, and will possibly be
used for transfer of material. from rail
cars or for storage.

Main Production Building: The main
production building (item D-2), which is
situated near the terminus of the large water
distribution line under construction and the 
secondary power line. measure. 	

I It ha. two section.,
the higher of which i•
The high-bay section appears to be divided
Into six or more separate structural sub-

divisions, and thi, factor coupled with the
provision for relatively large amount. cf
water and a reliable power supply are pri-
mary indicators of propellent production
activity. Moreover, the configuration of this
building is somewhat similar to that of pro-
pellant-type production buildings, primarily
LOX, in she United S 	

Poteible Propellant Storage Building
Under Construction:  A deep excavation (item
0-3), 	  ie located emit of the
main production building. It appear. to be
a foundation for • bunker or a building, and
the location and appearance indicate it pogo-
aibly will be a storage facility for propellant
product., The depth of construction may be
required for temperature control.

Possible Generator Building: This build-
ing (Item 0-4), which measures
feet and is divided into two sections, will
possibly house the primary generating units
and/or compre•sors for the plant. it is
located adjacent to the main production
building and may be one of the primary
facilities to be served by the secondary
power monamission /hies under construction
into the plant area.

Storage Bunker: A truneateaL pyramid
shaped, earth-mounded etorage bunker (Item
D -5), 45 by 35 feet, b. located 100 feet south-
southeast of the main production building.
Two emplaced tank..
In diameter, are located adjacent to the
bunker. A possible  building under construc-
tion, which mmuree I is located
to the southemo.

Unidentified Building Under Construc-
tion: A long narrow building (item 0-6),
mea•uringl lis located 200 feet
south a the main production building. It
is approximately SO percent complete, and
has a possible connection with the large
water line leading northward from Water
Storage Tank Area "C".

Water Effluent Line Under Constr.- 
don: It is probable that the large amount
of water required at the main production
building will be disposed of through this line
(item D-7) which leads from • possible cool-
ing tower or water treatment building (item
D-I), westward through • 30-foot.diameter
skimmer, and then northweatward under the
road and railroad. Prom the latter point.
the line either leads to Unidentified Area P
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or reconnect. with the main water line to
the Recto Head.

Pomade Cooling Tower or Water Treat-
ment &Alain& Thin structure (item D-8),
which meaner*. 60 by 40 feet and has •
rectanotiarly-shaped, open-top section, ap-
pear. to be the point of origin for the water
effluent line under construction (item D-7).
It it pormible that thin building.. • function
relative to water cooling or treatment.

Posaible Administration and Security 
Buildings, Appeal/Ile adrrdniatrattonbuUding
(Inc... 0-9), meaeuringL 1/. located
in the southern section oldie plant area. h
is eituated near the security building (item
D-1.0), and probably will be •erved by the
main road into the area.

FUNCTION AND SIGNIFICANCE OP THE
PROBABLE PROPELLANT PRODUCTION

PLANT

In sunonary, It in Important to note
that the Probable Propellant Production Plant.
together with the water treatment and power
facilities under construction st the Support
Bans, probably will be completed in the per-
iod between
A. pomade that this facility will then fulfill
the basic propellant requirements for the
Complex. Under thin aa.umption, rail tank
cars would probably move in along the rail
line to the main production building (item
D-2) to receive propellants piped from either
the rail transfer building (item 0-1) or the
poseible propellant storage building (item
D-3), and then move northward along the rai/
line to the Range Head.

Assuming that this facility is a pro-
pellant production plant, preliminary exam.
illation snippets that liquid oxygen le one tithe
products. However, more careful analyst.
Indicate. that provision hes been made for
an amount of water well in emen• of that
normally needed for LOX production. Mom-

over, the design of the motive facilities at
Launch Area "A" indicate, possible pro-
vision (crane of new high energy pro-
petit., which logically troald be produced
at the Probable Propellant Production Plant
wader construetton..•

PROBABLE PROPELLANT TANK CAR
SERVICING AREA

11. area (item E) nonsiats of a three-
track rallro.d aiding approximately 2.009
feet lows, • flat-roofed rail-served con-
crete building just went of which there to
an excavation, and two smaller buildings.
The rail- !served bullding, which measure6

jig situated at the muthern end
of the aiding and I. similar, if not identimL
no the rail-served probable propellant build-
ing in Launch Area "A" . The excavation
just went of thin building lien neer the ter-
mini.. of • water line and may be • drain-
age pit or an underground liquid propel-
lant storage point.

A new rail line under construction from
the vicinity of thin building to the Probable
Propellant Production Plant indicates that
propellant rank cars will be serviced at
both arms. Assuming such a relationship,
the roll-served building et the southern end
of the siding would be used for temporary
mornn and/or loading or unloading of pro-
pellants. FIXED POWER PRODUCTION FACILITIES

IN THE COMPLEX

Main Power Plant. A thermal-electric
power pleat watt under construction at the time
of photography in the Support Base,between the
railroad and the river. Upon completion,
thin plant will be the primary pounce of local
power inc she Complex, particularly the Range
Head, It appears that conetruction of this
plant in included in the third and final stage of
deveIonintheComplen, which.. ander
WOy in and included euch other
facilities es the Probable Propellant Produc-
tion Pleat, the Supplemental Water System,
including treatment and distribution facili-
ties, and the Admirdstration and Housing
Area.

The power building, which wan nearly
complete, comities of a boilerhougs 140 by
95 feet and 85 feet high, s generator hall
140 by 75 feet and 50 feet high, and a roofed
transformer section 140 by 30 feet over-all.
A longitudinal section extends the I &of the
power building and measure	 1

POWER PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES
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Based on the sloe of the balding and the
amount of cooling water to be provided from
the Supplemental Water System under con-
struction, it appears that the generator hall
win house two generators, each capable of
delivering six megawatts of power. Allowing
for line Icsis and for the probabie coefficient of
efficiency of the plant, there ithould be about
to megawatts of dependable power available
from thin plant.

Other power plant facilities are

Control building 125 by 30 feet.
One coal tower 95 by 35 feet, and con-
veyor 325 by 10 feet .
One 320- by 65-foot coal yard.
Two semiburied tanks 20 feet in
diameter.
Two aernibutted tank• 25 feet in
diameter.
Three tanks 10 feet in diameter and

The pant tarry 1.50 contains several

27

unidentified buildings. Dome under construc-
tion at the time of photography. Several
paasenger-type rail cars, possibly housing
construction worker., were located along at
least one of the several rail quire •erving
the plant area. In addition, considerable con-
struction activity, earth scar., and ditching
were also evident.

Stearn/Power Plant: The steam/power
plant in the Range Head is illustrated above
and described in detail on page 19.

Aralsk/Tashkent Power Grid: Probable
secondary lines, possibly of the Aralski
Tashkent power grid, parallel the main rail
line that passes through the Support Base.
Although positive connection between these
line, and lines within the Complex cannot
be determined, their apparent orientation
and alignenem strongly suggest that they also
	  the area.

Mobile Power Unit.: Mobile or semi-
permanent supplementary power unite may
serve the Complex. Inparticular, some of the
unumtal rail car, observed in the Range Head
appear to have vent. inthe roof and may func-
tion as mobile power units. Moreover,
several of the .mall unider.ified buildings
situated in key areas of the Complex may
house generator..

POWER TRANSMISSION LINES

The main power tranamission line con-
nects the Main Power Plant under construc-
tion at the Support Base with the substation
located 17 miles to the north, in the Range
Head. In addition, this line also ...yes the
Probable Propellant Production Plant under
con.truction. Pole. carrying the main power
tram:id...ion line to the Range Head are of
the A-frame type and support three arms,
each of which carries two wires. 1/ At
the time of photography this line was com-
plete, except in the vicniry of the Probable
Propellant Production Plant under construc-
tion. In addition to the main transmission line,
the Complex i. criascroseed by • relatively
dense network of .econdary power lines which
.erve major component..

POWER SUBSTATION

The power substation, situated at the
termini., of the main power tranarniasion
line to the Range Head, is located 1,500 feet
south of the missile checkout and •asernbly
facilitie..	 It consists of a transformer
building	 and a control houae

lti. .opplied by the main trans-
mission line from the south, and distributes
power through aboveground secondary lines
and possibly through buried cables (see page
10).
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WATER TREATMENT,
DISTRIBUTION, AND STORAGE

FACILITIES

i5 I

one of the moat annual feature. of the Range
Head is the huge capacity and diversity of
water storage and distribution facilites. This
capacity, including • booster pumping station,
large-diameter water lines, and Water Stor-
age Tank Area "A". coupled with the water
handling and disposal facilities at the bane of
the launching structure indicate that present
or future firing operation. will require
enormous amounu of water and elaborate dis-
posal or treatment facilities, In addition. the
Propellant Production and Storage Area is
also characterized by • complex network of
water distribution and handling facilities.
Final/y, the permanence and the size of water
treatnent facilities under development along
the Syr Darya River coupled with the large
volume of water available from the river
auggnt the magnitude of water requirements

At least three major water distribution
systems, each consisting of separate treat-
ment facilities pipelines, pumping stations,
and storage tanks, can be identified in the
Complex. The three systems are: the Old
Water System, which serves the rail nation

and the village of Tyura Tam; the Main Water
System, which provide. theprimary aupply of
water to the Range Head; and a Large Supple-
mental Water System, under construction at
the time of photography, which will provide
	 cd water to the Probable Propellant
Production Plant and the Main Power Plant,
both of which were also under conatruction.

OLD WATER SYSTEM

The Old Water System consists of • short
buried line which connects an old probable
water treatment facility situated along the
Syr Darya River with • water tower adjacent
to the railroad classification yard. This
water line, which can be traced from a point
contiguous to the river, leads through • 40-

foot-diameter tank, un . ver embankment,
and terminates at ,yura Tam village. The
aasociatet1 water treatment facility connate
of two probable precipitation tanks, each 85
feet in diameter, and several nearby build-
ings, one of which is a possible pumping
station. This system, presumably built to
serve the rail line and the old village, prob-
ably nerve. many of the newer sections in
the vicinity of Tyura Tam village.

MAIN WATER SYSTEM

The Main Water System for the Complex
includes • high-capacity conduit which ex-
tend. 17 miles north to the Range Head from
any of several possible intake points along
the Syr Darya River. It is further charac-
terized by at least three large water storage
tank 	 , seven pumping stations, and aev-
eral water treatment facilities. This system.
probably operational at the time of photog-
raphy, provides the main aupply of water for
Launch Area "A", and the normal daily
requirements for other Range Headfacilitin.

Main Water Line: The main water line
which nay consist of more than one conduit,
parallels the old water line aa tar aa the water
tower at Tyura Tam village. It then. con-
tinues east several hundred feet to•pumping
station, veers north under the railroad classi-
fication yard, and generally parallels the
rail line to the Range Head. The gradient
along the line) to the Range Head is very

gentle, and seven probable pumping station.

are situated at intervals varying from L.5

to 3.5 miles. All the pumping station. are
identical and consist of two buildings, one
of which is fenced. Though sections of this
particular line cannot be measured, the size
of the overlying earth scar auggesta a di-
ameter from

Water Treatment Facilities: Though the
extent or nature of the water treatment
facilities for the Main Water System can-
not be determined, the numerous unidentified
structures and buildings adjacent to the Syr
Darya River could easily perform this func-
tion. Moreover, Itis possible that much of the
water pumped to the Range Head for firing
operations may receive little, if any, treat-
ment. This ;supposition is further supported
by the possibility that more than one conduit
leads to the Range Head and the fact that
some linen leading directly from the river
have few or no facilities along their length.

Water Storage Tanks: There are 12

large water storage tanks, grouped in three
separate areas, associated with the Main
Water System. The largest group, Area "A",
is located in the center of the Range Head
and provides the primary water supply for
Launch Area "A". The second group,
Area "13", consist. of two tank. along the
rail line opposite Communication Area "A".
The third group, Area "D", is located along
the Syr Darya River and is ponibly • .ource
of supply for the Support Base.

(1) Water Storage Tan/Area "A": Water
Storage Tank Area "A" consists of four
completed earth-covered tank., two
tanks under construction, • probable
microwave relay tower,and several other
facilities located about 5,600 feet south-
southwest of Launch Area "A". The
completed tanks are fenced and are fed
by the main water /the which bring. water
northward directly from the Syr Darya
River. Two of the tanks are	 -
diameter; the other two are 45 feet in

2501
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will serve Communication Area "A" and
possibly a. • re. erve for the Range Head.
(3) Water Storage Tank Area "D": Water
Storage Tank Area "D" is located along
the Syr Darya River, approximately
700 feet .out, of the new water treat-
ment facility under construction at the
Support Base. It consists of four earth-
mounded morage tanks, each 65 feet in
diameter, a small 20-foot-diameter tank,
• probable pump house 95 by 35 feet,
and several other facilities. The •rea,
which measures 300b9 285 feet, is fenced.
It i. •erved primarily by • water line
that leads northwest from the river and
enters the area from the south. In
addition, a po•sible water line leads west
from the river and terminates at• small
building 35 by 20 feet inide the fenced
area. Power for the area I. providedby
• secondary line, pp...161y from the

Aralsk/Tashkent grid. The area appear.
complete, as diminguished from the
supplemental water facilities under con-
struction, and probably serves m • stor-
age point for the Support Base. It may
aim provide water to the Range Head
via the main water Line.

SUPPLEMENTAL WATER SYSTEM

The Supplemental Water Syetem, under
con...union at the time of photography,
will provide treated water for the Propellant
Production and Storage Ares and the Main
Power Plant, both of which are alao under
construction. Thi. system conaieu of a new
water treatment facility under construction
near the Syr Darya River and two major
distribution lines. One line, under construe-

AT ER STORAGE TANN ARE•

POIMOIA
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10141:"1.010"..

0 110 .0 Kw •DO

•1■1.70.892
(2)  Water Storage Tank Area "B": Water
Storage Tank Area "B", under con-
atruction at the time of photography, is
Incited •Iong the rail line 2,500 feet west
of Communication Area "A". It con-
tains two 55-foot-diameter water enrage
tank. under conatruction, two pomlible
.emt-buried tank. 10 feet in diameter, •
probable microwave relay tower, and
emeral other facilities. Assuming that
the height of the tank. is roughly equal
to the radini the total enrage capacity
of the two 55-foot-diameter tanks would
be about one million gallons. Theac tanks
will be fed by the main water line from
the Syr Darya River, and when completed

25X1

25X1

25X1
25X1

25X1

25X1

,CO2414599
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diameter. Depth of the tank. cannot be
determined, but assuming that the height
is equal to the radius, the completed
tank. would hold • total of 3.5 million

, gallons. For each foot of 	 the

gallons; for the 45-foot-diameter tanks
the comparable figure would be 11,500
gallon.. At a valve hone between the two
larger tank., three line, lead northward
and terminate at Launch Area "A".
A fourth line lean northwestward from
the area and appear. to serve the Launch
Support Area. Water Storage Tank Area
"A" la being expanded by the addition of

25X1 at least tworwhich
were not earth-covered—at the time of
photography. The new tankage lies ioat
wen of the rwo .mailer tank. in the
completed area, and is connected to
Possible Launch Area "B" by • new
water line under construction in a._

25X1	 ditch.	 It I. pnaible that
when completed the new tank area will
be • mirror image of the completed
area and, if an, would double the water
morage npaciry of the Range Head.

non at she timed' photography andcharacter-
ixed by expoeed conduits measuring E

!leads from the
water treatment facility to the Main Power
Plant (see page 21). The other, apparently
complete and probably the more significant,
leads from the new water treatment facility
five miles northward to the Propellant Prod-
action and Storage Area. The width of the
overlying earth scar. I 	 again	 25X1
euggen. • large diameter conduit. Within
the Propellant Production and Storage Area
an open-trench extension of this line. L
mews., leads to the Probable Propellant
Production Plant under construction. The
latter area is characterised by comp/ex
water storage, distribution, and dispnal
facilities. A detailed &emission of these
facilities, including Water Storage Tank Area
"C", is given on pages 25 and 26.

New Water Treaunent Facility Under
Conatruction: The new water treatment facil-
ity under contruction near the Syr Darya
River cantata of six filter and/or :sedimen-
tation bmin., with bottom dimensions 	 I	 25X1

	IA Large open ditch, located between	 25X1
the basins, leads to a pump hone which mea-
sures 95 by 35 feet. Thin ditch extends m
the Main Power Plant and connect. at • point
near the pump house with the line leading
north to the Propellant Production and Storage
Area,

Probable Water Purification Plant:  A
• mall probab/e water purification plant. which
appear. to be !structurally complete, is
located just northwest of the new water treat-
ment facility under construction near theSyr
Darya River, kennel.. of three•malltanks,
• everal .mall underground pipelines, and a
pump house, all within a fenced area. Since
one of the line. can be traced to the Admin-
istration and Honing Area, it is probable that
dn. facility purifies water for drinking pur-
P9••••

25X1

25X1
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CCIAMUNICATION
AREA "A"

NAUTICAL MILE.

SUPPORT
BASE

RANGE
HEAD

COMMUNICATION
AREA 'C"

COMMUNICATION
--AREA "8'

Three installations, two large and one
comptiee the primary radio communi-

cation facilities earring the Complex. The
large Mutilations Sr. Communication Area
"A". located five mile. eouth of the Range
Head, and Communiution Area "B", at the
Support Base. The small inullation„ Com-
munization Area "C", is also at the Support
But, near the eel...ter treatment facility
under tenet...in. In total, these instal-
lation. contain 14 completed rhombic immune
array., eight probable rhombic. under eon-
atruction. two probable rhornbies under son-
....don or abandoned, four two-bay fishirone
antenna array., and at team 31 edditional
mute, some of which are lying on die grous..
Several of the array. are oriented in the prob-
able primary direction of fire, while the
others appear oriented toward key areas of the
Soviet Union. At the time of photography,
considerable construction activity was evi-
dent at the ewe large Metalled... A

25X1	 comparison el	 photography
shows that the rate of ...ruction at Com-
munication Area "B" wu unusually rapid.
For CALTIVIC, 92 new masts. representing
75 percent of the total umber in the inatal -

2 5X 1	 laden. were erected during that 	 per-

iod.

25X1

25X1

25X1
25X1
25X1

25X1

25X1

25X1
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COMMUNICATION FACILITIES

- 30 -

Three separate communication systems
appear to serve the Complex. The largeat
and by far the roost important is the radio
commanicadon eystent, which includes neon-
.en.. facilities grouped in three separate
area.. In addition, the Complex is served
by • possible microwave relay communi-
cation erotism and by a wire communication
system which probably include. • multi-
channel carrier circuit.

RADIO COMMUNICATION FACILITIES

COMMUNICATION AREA -A"

Communication Area "A", located near
the Range Head at 45 . SO' N/65° Il 2. le •
probable transmitting station and cont...
four completed rhombic antenna array., at
least eight probable rhombic antenna arrays
antler construction, two probable rhombic.

0-1193

-r -

under construction or abandoned, two linear
stick-out arrays, and four single mute,
three of which were taill lying on the ground.

The fourteen rhombic arraya are double
rhombic., a type designedto reduce side lobes
and increeee forward gain. In nearly every
case, excepting arrays I and 4, a larger
double rhombic has been paired with smal-
ler double rhombic and, as • syetem, probably
work alternately to facilitate day and night
communiutions . In addition, rhombic array.
5 -8 compriee two large and two @mall doable
rhombica pieced side-by-eirle, which further
increase. the efficiency of propagation.

The arm covert approximately 225.rea

and is partly enclosed by a perimeter clear-
ing, poseibly • former fence line. measuring
2,970 by 2,680 feet. Phonography

conerruction activity within and
outside the perimeter clearing conaisting
primarily of excavations and foundations
for the ten probable rhombic arrays. As
noted above, however, rwo of the arrays, Nu.
13 and 14, are either under construction or
have been partially constructed and then
abandoned. Moreover, the alignment of
array No. 14 overlap. completed array No.
1 and •uggee. that one or the other prob-
ably will be abandoned. Half of the com-
pleted rbombice and half of those antler con-
duction are oriented in the probable pri-
mary direction of fire and are probably used
to maintain contact with down range tutu-
mentation

Communication Area "A" is served by
a secondary power line which leads from the
power oubeterion in the Range Head. In
addition, a buried cable tine (the probable
wire communication system discussed on
page 10) connects dal, area with key area, of
the Range Head.

Numerous building., structures, and
tents are evident in the area. The most im-
portant of these is • probable transmitter
building, $5 by 55 feet, situated in the south-
ern part of the area. From this building,
several unidentified ground scare radiate to
most of the completed antenna array..

Considerable activity is evident in the
area. Six trucks, probably umed inconstruct-
ion work, are located in the southwest pert.

near the entrance. Several stick masts lying

on the ground and several pieces of unidenti-
fied equipment, possibly including an excavat-
ing machine. are visible at var.. pointy
throughout the area. South of the probable
transmitter building, jut outside the peri-
meter clearing, earth *cars indicate that at
least 16 tents have been removed.

Structure. The following is • lin of
etruntres identified in Communication Area

(1) One two-story gable-roofed trans-
mitter building, with dormer., 85 by 55

feet (item a).
(2) Three probable buried tank, 30 feet
in diameter (item 6).
(3) One single-story gable-roofed build-
ing, with dormeu, 150 by 50 fe.(item c).
(4) One eingle-etory flat-roofed building

'square (item d).
(5) One T-shaped bunker: °rose 30 by 15

feet, stem 15 feet square (item e).
(6) One bunker 40 feet square (item f).
(7) One single-story gable. roofed build-
iag 	 (item g).
(8) One single-story hip-roofed security
building 1, with a wing 15

feet enure (item h).
(9) One single-story flat-roofed

titem i).
Antennae: Communication Area "A"

corrodne the following antennas. Details of
rhombic arrays are given in table 2.

(1) Four completed rhombic antenna
arrays, each consisting of slit stick
masts (item. 1-4).
(2) Eight probable rhombic antenna ar.
rays under construction (items 5-12).
Two each masts. Bo feet long, are
lying on the ground at the northweat
end of the major axis of array No. ti.
(1) Two probable rhombic antenna ar-
ray., which are either under construct-
ion or have been partially constructed
and abandoned (mum. 13 and 14).
(4) One linear array of four !dick meant
130 feet high and about 225 feet apart
(item 15). A perpendicular to the line
formed by these masts ha. an aelinuth

(S) One linear array of seven stick
mute 85 feet high and about 1110 feet

apart (item 16). A perpendicular to the
Rae formed by these man. has an
azimuth oil
(6) One wick mast	 and of
undetermined use (Item 17).
(7) Three stick meets ar:3 feet long,
lying an the ground adjacent to founda-
tions (item 16).

TOP SECRET.
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COMMUNICATION AREA "B"

Communication Area "B", which i.
fenced and located in the southwest corner of
the Support Base at 45°38 . N/639 18'6,mea-
	  3,300 by 3.280 feet and contain. num-
erous meats arranged in various arrays.
two building.. one of which is • probable
receiver building,and two poroible tanks. In
addition, an associated probable communicat-
ion control center for the Complex is located
just to the north. As previously noted, Area
"B" contain, a total of 123 masts arranged
in to rhombic antenna array.. four troo-bay
frohlrone-type antenna arrays, two three-mast
antenna arrays, onefour-mast antenna array,
and three single masts. Location of Com-
munication Area "B" at the Support Same,
coupled with thefact that it contain. receiving-
type antennas, indicate, that dila is primarily
a receiving station.

The rapid rate of construction evident at
Communication Area "B" on comparative
Photography of ii. indicative
of the apparent high priority plxiced on com-
pletion of these key communication facilities
within the Complex. For example, on

Communication Area "B" contained one
rhombic antenna array (item 7), one two-bay
fishbone-type antenna array (item A), six
masts of another two-bay fisroone-type an-
tenna array (item B), and one row of three
stick masts. By nine rhombic
antenna array., two fishbone-type antenna
arrays, one three-meat antenna array, one
four-mast antenna array, and three single
mast, had been added. In addition, another
fishbone-type antenna array (item B). parti-
ally complete on the first overflight, was com-
pleted by Although the erection of
masts appear. to have been completed, the
fact that 92 mast, were erected in •uch a
short period auggest. the probability that not
all antenna, were operational at the time of
overflight.

Communication Area "B" I. served by
an overhead power line which leads from the
main power plant under construction in the
Support Base. Although fli p line apparently
is not complete, other power route., posai-
bly incl.—ling the Aralak-Tashkent grid, serve
the •rea.

Structures and Antenna.: Communication
Area "B" containa the following structurea
and antennas. Details concerning the antennas
are given in table 3.
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(5) One single-story building
feet (item c).
(6) One single-story gable-roofed build-
ing l	 (item f).
(7) Two	 circular ob-
jects (item g).
(8) Several other small unidentified
structures or objects (not shown on
Etrah,O.

PROBABLE COMMUNICATION
CONTROL CENTER	 r 	 ,

•70

1./.2  111	 /

2501

25%1

25X1

— rotas —N-
- -	 LINC3

(1) One single-story modified deck-
roofed probable receiver building
• Feed line. and unidenti-
fied ground scare can be traced from
this building to several of the antenna
arrays. In addition • posaible buried
cable line lads northeatward for sev-
eral thousand feet, where its trace is
lost In an area of considerable ground
scar near the center of the Support
Base.
(2) One single-story gable-roofed pas-
•ible security building
situated near the northern entrance.
(3) Two po•Mble tanks located just
southwest of the possible security build-
ing.
(4) Ten completed rhombic antenna ar-
rays, each consisting of front four male
stick mat. (items i -to).
(5) Four two-bay fishbone-type antenna
• rrays, each consisting of 16 stick
masts arranged in a 5 - 3 -1-5 pattern
(item* A-12).
(6) One linear array of three stick
masts and 175 feet apart.
A perpendicular to the line formed
by these masts has an azimuth

(7) U. linear array of three stick mast.
100 feet high and 175 feet apart. A per-
pendicular to the line termed by these

masts has an aimia	 (item
12).
(8) One linear array of four stick-mast.

and 175 feet apart. A per_
pendicular to the lint formed by these
mast, has a azimuth	 (item
13).
(9)One slick mast	 Item
(10) Two stick masts '	 and
220 feet apart (item 15).

Probable Communication Control Cen-
ter: The probable communication control
center for the Complex is located approxi-
mately 1,200 feet north of Communication
Area "B" and hi enclosed by a fence that
measures 470 by 120 feet. It contain. six
buildings and several small unidentified
structures or object.. Anoverhead power line
connect, this installation with Communication
Area "B" and the main power plant.

The probable communication control
center contains the following buildings and
objects.

(1) One two-story gable-roofed building

I (item PI).
(2) One single-story gable-roofed bald-

ing,	 (item b).
(3) One single-story building 20 feet

square (item c)
(1) One single-story building
feet (item d).



COMMUNICATION AREA "C"

2Sx

SITE TYPE LATITUDE 00
(DEG) (1/N)

LONGITUDE (E)
(DEG) (MIN)

I SELF-SUPPORTING LATTICE TOWER,
295 '6. RITE RADOME ON TOP

44 02 66 17

2 POSSIBLE TOWER. 205' 6 44 52 65 33
3 PROBABLE COMMUNICATION STATION 45 27 64 05

WITH TOWERS
4 SELF-SUPPORTING LATTICE TOWER, 45 40 63 43

5 SELF-SUPPORTING LATTICE TOWER. 45 54 63 18

6

7

SELF-SUPPORTING LATTICE TOWER,
80 . I,
SELF-SUPPORTING LATTICE TOWER,

45

45

50

42

63

63

18

02

8 SELF-SUPPORTING LATTICE TOwER,
75.h.

45 45 62 56

9 SELF-SUPPORTING LATTICE TOWER,
63 . h.

45 48 62 08

10 SELF-SUPPORTING LATTICE TOWER, 45 56 62 04

46

0111

LATTICE TOWER
- -POSS MICROWAVE LINK

-1--I- RAILROAD

NAUTICAL MILES

Sites 1, 2, and 3 were selected as being
possibly related to the .y.tem discussed
aboye 'because of their location and the
configuration of certain towers which could
support microwave equipment. It should
be noted, however, that Site. I and 3 may
have other and po..ibly more important
mission.. For example. Site I is • com-
plex installation containing a blimp and
.everal fenced area. in addition to the high
tower with ad r dome on top.
Moreover, the mmiguration ot certaitatruc-
tures, evidence of security, and the location
with reference to Tyura Tam, mggest that
it may function primarily as an instrumen-
tation •ite.

OZHUSAVI

—•5

KZYL-ORD

0696
- 33 -

65 66
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Communication Area "C", •itio located
In the Support Bac, conel.t. of three .tick
mem. and twobuiLdings.urrounded by a fence
measuring 320 by 310 feet. Both building.

COMMUNICATION AREA "C"

75' u■Si

.310.
•

711' 1/.557	 35 ' 25'
55' 1.97

are mingle *tory. One ha. a gable roof and
mess... 35 by 25 feet; the other is flat-
roofed and measures One
of the stick mama a 55 feet high and the

other two are 75 feet high. Ma area may
merve as • local mmmunimition facility.

WIRE COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
(LAND LINES)

Probable wire communication lines par-
allel the Aralak/Tashkent railroad. An noted
in the discussion of the Support One on page
22 two lines of pole. parallel the railroadand
appear to have possible connmtions with other
lines in the Complex. One of these probably
carries the reported multichannel carrier
circuit a. well a. normal railroad communi-
cations. 1/

POSSIBLE MICROWAVE RELAY
COMMUNICATION FACILITIES

A series of .elf-aupporting lattice tow-
er., spaced at interval. of 10 to 50 mile.
apart along the railroad between Nov. Kas-
alinak and Ksyl Ora. indicata • powrible
microwave relay communication amain.
Other tower, within the Complex, such
a the tower described at Water Storage
Tank "A" and the one at Water Storage
Tank Area "B", may function as part of thi.
system. The diagram below shows the areal
relationship of those pmsible microwave
relay tower, which have been identified in
and near the Complex.

2561

3.1
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VIUGIA VAN MEM	 MAkM
Guidance and instrumentation* facilities

found in the Tyura Tam Mlmile Test Range
represent one of the largeet and non mu-
phiscluted network. of missile-related elm-
manic activities yet seen on photography.
Literally hundred. of items, including mut.,
associated buildings, and other structure. of
electronic significance have been identified.
Numeroas ground pattern.. rhombic orien-
tation., and communication limn have been
plotted, probable guidance facilities have been
identified, and the probable orientation oldie
Tram Tam Mimile Test Range ha. been
determined. It ahould be understood, how-
ever. that in epite of good quality photography,
scale and resolution are facton which se-
riouely limit the capability of identifying many
specific itern. of electronic equipment.

Range inetrumentadon facilitiee in the
vicinity of Tyura Tarn are covered by photog-
raphy for a &manes of approximately 70
mile. north 1MN1 northeast of Launch Arm

• The term "instrumentation", as used
hernia, refers to that equipment primari/y
involved in syetems for the collection of
structural and fanctional data of vehicle.
In

"A". Moreover, instrumentation facilitiee
in and south of the Range Head are covered
by excellent quelity photography. In addition,
an unidentified ground pattern, possibly re-
lated to misoile instrumentation is located
north of the town of Ksyl-Orda in snare. 140
miles east of Launch Area "A". Analysis
of the location, arrangement, configuration,
and geometry of these numerom facilities
suggests at least two pomible directions of
fire from Tyura Tam:

(1) Probable primary direction of fire to
the northeast (400).
(2) Pmaible alternate direction of fire to
the east (000).
The direction of fire toward the northeast

(400 ) 1. considered to be the probable primary
direction of fire, and therefore the probable
alignment of the Tyura Tam Missile Test
Range, because the largest down-range in-
strumentation stations appear to be arranged
geometrically with reference to this direc-
tion. Moreover, the Instrumentation Control
Center, the interferometer-Type Instrumen-
tation Site, and the probable collimation
towers at Launch Area "A" appear OG be

located primarily with reference to this
direction of fire. In addition, a projection
of a SO° aximuth from Tyura Tarn. passe.
through miseile instrumentation facilities
located on the Kamchatka Peninaula some
3,400 miles to the northeast. These facilities
are similar to and insome instances identical
to those found at intr., Tam, and probably
constitute a portion of the terminal range
instrumentation facilities for the Tyura Tam
Missile Test Range. 1/

• An extemion °Eche 40-degree azimuth along
a great circle path from Tyura Tam would
pass through the following geographic refer-
ence points at epecified Interval. of SOO
nautical miles.

The possible alternate direction of fire
to the east is indicated by the fact that Launch
Area "A" and the rail line which serve. it
are oriented to the east. In addition, a poe-
• ible collimation tower and a major instru-
mentation site appear to be colinear along
• west/east line with the servicing tower at
Launch Area "A". The large unidentified
ground pattern Located 140 miles met of
Launch Area "A" may also be located with
reference to thin direction of fire. It in
possible that this direction of fire, which
would take advantage of earth rotation, may
be used in conjunction with the launching of
space or mtellite

The facing map of the world, which has
been drawn on an aximuthal equidistant pro-
jection, is centered on Tyura Tun and may
be used to project the two possible firing
directions eetabliahedonthe basis of photog-
raphy. Moreover, this map may also be
medto project other possible direction. of
Unarm,. Tyura Tam and to determine the
range and azimuth of various points on the
earth from Tyura Tam. For mample, it
in apparent that points in continental United
States, excluaive of Alaska, are located
4,700 to 6,500 miles from Tyur. Tam and
lie between the azimuths of

Distance from
Tyura Tam (not)

Reference Point
Latitude	 Longitude

SOO 92°00' 72°00,
1000 07° 1S , 83° 13'

1500 610 12 . 97037'

2000 63° 15 . 115°00'

2500 62 ° 54 133°02'

3000 60027 150006'

3500 56° 10' 164°00'

4000 SO° 42' 174°34'

PMNA
FIRE TO TH

I

\	 II \	 \
I

1	 OF FME 7/0 1IE EAST
__A005,0,-A--.„■Nork—guiraie.

i	 \	 I\

ROUND PAT TERN. EX ENT UNKNOWN,	 \
I

ARTIAllY COVERED 4 PHOTOGRAPHY	 I	 xe
— -- ---- --
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GUIDANCE AND
INSTRUMENTATION FACILITIES

GUIDANCE FACILITIES

Photography reveals that the Soviets
are po.•ibly using an inertial-type guidance
system at Launch Area 'A", and that they also
possibly employ a radio-command guidance
system, with facilities in the Range Head
and immediate down range area. Posinve
identification, however, of specific compon-
ent. or sires associated with either :system
is difficult because of the limitation, of the
photography. Since external feature. ..-
. mimed with an •11-inertial guidance mmem
would be few and relatively inconspicuous,
sod since • radio-command guidance •yetem
used at • missile teat range would probably
employ fined rather than mobile installations,
it is difficult on photography of this male to
distinguish between such facilities and con-
ventional range instrumentation site.. It
is pomible only to describe in detail certain
Installations that Indicate with varying de-
grees of certainty the existence of the two
guidance systems.

Evidence of an Inertial Guidance System:
The two probable collimation towers on the
launching platform indicate that an Inertial.
type guidance system is possibly used at
Launch Area "A". Whether it I. an all-
inertial-type or is radio maimed cannot be
determined from the photography.

The two probable collimation towera
(page 13) located at the northeast and south-
west corner. of the launching platform, are
110 feet high, with an array on top which
measures at least five feet wide and 10 feet
high. the height of these towers, which may
indicate the height of an inertial guidance
component within an erect missile, suggest.
• single or multistage vehicle of consider-
able length. Bach totter is positioned approxi-
mately 95 feet from the center of the servicing
tower. The mounting of the northeast tower
is of note because of the lip which is con-
structed out over the pit no as to establish
• precise linear relationship between the
servicing tower and the probable collimation
towers . The orientation of these two probable

collimation towers is colinear with the ser-
vicing tower and the Interferometer-Type
Instrumentation Site located 4,7g0 feet south-

west of the launching platform. This orienta-
tion is on an azimuth of which is
consistent with the probable primary direc-
tion of fire toward the northeast.

A pos.ible third collimation tower (page
14, item 1) is located 400 feet west of the
servicing tower. It is 60 feet high and has
an object on top which might be an array
measuring about five feet wide and 10 feet
high. This tower is approximately colinear
with the /aunching platform and an electronic
installation (page 37, item I) located 15,050
feet west of the launching platform. mia
wait/east relationship of facilities, coupled
with the approximately west/east alignment of
Launch Area "A" and the rail line leading to
the launching platform, auggest. • possible
alternate direction of fire to the east.

Evidence of • Radio Guidance System:
As ha. already been pointed out, a radio
guidance system would probably employ fixed
installations which could consist of three
separate radars po.itioned on /ong baseline..
In this regard, an examination of electronic
facilities at the Range Head and in the im-
mediate down range area reveal. three •ites
which might include components of a fixed
guidance system. One such site containing a
radar couldbe located within the Instrumenta-
tion Control Center in the Range Head, while
the other two radars could be positioned at
two large instrumentation sites in the down
range area. One of the latter possibilities
I. Site 28 (page 40). located about 60 miles
north of the Instrumentation Control Center,
and the other is Site 29, located 68 miles
mat-northeast of dm Instrumentation Control
Center.

If missiles fired from Launch Area
"A" utilized a radio guidance system em-
ploying radars situated at these three sug-
gested points, the approximate direction
of fire probably would be along the biaector
of angle BAC, which has an azimuth of
along the probable primary direction of fire.

INSTRUMENTATION FACILITIES

Instrumentation facilities comprising the
Tyura Tam Missile Test Range can be grouped
in three major categories: range head, down
range, and probable terminal range facilitie..
Range head facilities are those located within
five miles of Launch Area "A" and consist
of an Instrumentation Control Center, an
Interferometer-Type Instrumentation Site,
and at least 13 other instrumentation sites.
Down range facilities are covered by photog-
raphy up to 70 miles from the Range Head
and, including an area south of the Range
Head, can be grouped in approximately 30
instrumentation sites. Probable terminal
range instrumentation facilities have been
identified in the Uka/Yelovka area of the
Kamchatka Peninsula some 3,400 miles to
the northeast. These missile instrumenta-
tion facilities are found at five isolated
• Ilations who.e configuration•ndposition
miggest • relationship with Tyura Tam.

Because of difficulties inherent in any
attempt to identify and interpret instrumenta-
tion fires or equipment onphoongraphy of this
scale, the description and analysis p 	
herein are based on assumptions concerning
the types of instrumentation which should be
expected at an installation of Mi. type. The
method used is to attempt to correlate the
location, orientation, and general pattern of
possible instrumentation sites imaged on the
photography with those expected. This anal-
yst. tit complicated by the fact that some of the
sites clay also be used in conjunction with
the Kapumin 'far Missile Test Range.

RANGE HEAD
INSTRUMEN-

TATION
At least 15 instrumentation sites, in-

cluding the Instrumentation Control Center
and the Interferometer-Type Instrumentation
Site, are located within the Range Head. The
pattern and arrangement of these sites is con-
sistent with that of an instrumentation layout
designed to provide both optical and electronic
coverage of the launchirs3 and powered flight
phace of • missile firing. The size, shape,
and orientation of facilities vary considerably
between sites, indicating that there are
several types of instrumentation in the •rea.
Possible types of equipment include high-
speed cameras covering the powered flight
phase, electronic velocity meaauremem de-
vices, and telemetry receivers. The following
is a tabulation of the range headinstrumenta-
tion aims, exclusive of the Instrumentation
Control Center and the Interferometer-Type
Instrumentation Site which are discussed in
detail after the tabulation. Numbers used
to identify the following items correspond to
the numbered insets on the facing graphic.

(1) Major instrumentation site consisting
of two buildings, one bunker, three 30-
loot mats, and several unidentified
object.. This site, which is located
15,050 feet west of the launching plat-
form, appears to be collnear with the
servicing tower and the possible col-
limation tower (page 14, item I) in
Launch Area "A". Buried cable lines,
appear to connect this site with other
key areas of the Range Head.

(2) Six camera stations located within
450 feet of the launching platform (see
also pages 11 and 14).
(3) Instrumentation site conaiming of one
pit, two mounds, and three unidentified
objects.
(4) Instrumentation site consisting ob oe
circular object

two mounds, and one uniden-
tified objectl
(5) Pomible instrumentation site con-
stating of one possible building[
feet, and two unidentified object. 5 feet
in diameter. Buried cable line. appear
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to connect this site with facilities near
the center of the Range Head.
(6) Poem ible mast with counterpoise.
(7) Instrumentation site consisting of
one large mound and three unidentified
ob jects which are probably instrument,
(8) Instrumentation site conaistingof one
probable building and three unidentified
objects.
(9) Imotrumentation •ite consiating of one
object, possibly • van,

(10) Unidentified fenced installation
characterized by construction activity,
several unidentified structures, and at
least three large possible semiburied
bunkers under construction. A linear
relationship appear. to exist between thi.
installation and the Interferometer-Type
Instrumentation Site.
(11) Unidentified fenced area containing
pciasibie instrument po.itions which are
apparently in a atraight line. A per-
pendicular bisector of this line appears
to intersect the launching platform.
(12) Instrumentation site consisting of
one circular-shaped object, which is •
possible instrument to feet in diameter

(13) Possible instrumentation site char-
acterized by two pits which are possible
instrument positions.
Unidentified lines of parallel earth scars

appear to enclose the Range Head (see facing
graphic) and pass near several of the site.
described above (Site. 3, 5, 9 • and 12).
Although the purpo.e of these earth scars
cannot be determined, they possibly aerve one
or both of the following mi.. ion. (I) • perim-
eter net of cable lines carrying power andj
or communications, or (2) &perimeter patrol
or acct.. road.
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INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL CENTER

25%1

The Instrumentation Control Center,lo-
cated approximately 4,680 feet mouthweat of
the launching platform, conaiste of five
major buildings, one probable bunker, several
instruments, and miscellaneou. objects, all
within • fenced rectangular area measuring

Cables connect this instal-
lation with the nearby Interferometer-Type
Instrumentation Site. as well a. with Launch
Area "A", down range instrumentationsites.
• point near the power *obligation, and the
Vehicle Park. A de•cription of the more
important components in the Instrumentation
Control Center follows:

(1) One large, flat-roofed, T-shaped

instrumentation building oriented toward
the launching platform. This building,
which measures
feet high, haa • rai•ed center wing

The center
wing has • flat observation-type roof
•urrounded by • narrow wall. On the
roof are several probable instrument..
Cables appear to connect this building
with the probable headquarters building,
the Interferometer-Type Instrumenta-
tion Site, and Launch Area "A”. In
addition, two other cable, lead downward
from the top of the center wing and inter-
sect the ground near the fence line.

(2) One gable-roofed probable head-
quarters building.
Feet high.
(3) One building,	 and 20

feet high. A dome, 20 feet in diarneter and
above ground level, is emplaced

on the roof on the end facing the launch-
ing platform. This dome may be either
• radome or a protective cover for a
tracking telescope.
(4) One flan-roofed possible generator
building,	 high.
(5) One building, probably flat-roofed,

high.

V•1111,

(7) Two probable mounded tanks, 30

feet in diameter.
(8) One building,10 feet square.
(9) One probable building,
located in the south corner of the fenced
enclosure. A possible instrument is
adjacent to the building.
(10) Two cylindrical-shaped raised
atructures 10 feet in diameter and■
feet high. rheas structure. are located
adj acent to the fence facing Launch Area
"A" and probably contain instruments.
(11) Several unidentified objects, struc-
ture., and masts.
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INTERFEROMETER-TYPE INSTRUMENTATION SITE
The Interferometer-Type Instruments-

25XI	 non Site, located 1,140 feet weet-northwest
the Instrumentation Control Center, contains

2Skt sit radome• positioned M• "phi." configura
25x 1	 non within a cleared circular area

in diameter'. The cleared area is surrounded
by • circumferenti•I earth scar varying be-

25k1 tween • trench and • mound, and possibly
formed when the area within was graded
to make what appears to be a lendt earth

25x1 platform. The function of the trench/mound
may be to restrict vehicle traffic across the
graded area.

The r•dornes are approximately
feet in diameter and are connected by buried
cable.. One radome is located at the end

of each of the four legs of the "plus" con-
figuration, at a point from the center.
In addition, there is another radome located
approximately	 in from the ends of the
northwest and southwest legs . A line
bisecting the angle formed by the two legs
with only one radone at the end extends along
an azimuth of and a line projected
from the center of the "plus' . configuration
through the center of the launching platform
has an azimuth of . Whereon the
former azimuth has noapparent significance,
the latter is consistent with the probable
primary direction of fire to the northeast.

This site is probably an instrumentation
rather than a guldance facility for the fol-
lowing reason.:

(1) The baseline distance of
tween the radornes is probably too short
for a large ballistic missile guidance

(2) No special security measures are
evident. If this acres guidance facility,
and therefore a critical component of a
missile system, elaborate provisions for

security might be expected.
(3) The azimuth of the bisector of the

angle formed by the two legs with single
radontes at theendsl does not appear
to have any relationship to the probable
primary direction of fire (40°). It is
possible, therefore, that this interfer-
ometer-type instrumentation facility is
Lined primarily to provide trajectory data
and flight safety information and is
oriented so as to optimize resolution with
respect to a "cone of safety" rather
than along the direction of fire.
(4) Finally, one and possibly two nearly
identical configurations, probably ter-
mina]. range instrumentation facilities
for the Tyura Tam Missile Test Range,
have been identified on the Kamchatka
Peninsula. Moreover, the fact that no
missile launching sites are evident in the
vicinity of these Kamchatka facilities,
coupled with the fact that their location
and configuration suggests relationship
with the Tyura Tam Missile Teat Range,
indicates that they are instrumentation
facilities.

25X1
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DOWN RANGE INSTRUMENTATION
Approximately 30 irutrurnentation sites

have been identified in the down range area
and in the area small of the Range Head. . An

• In addition to down range facilities def-
initely associated with the -rpm& Tam Miseile
Ten Range, there ia an unidentified and
unique ground pattern in the vicinity of
45 30 74/66° 40 E (page 34) which in
po•sibly related to missile teating activities
At either Tyura Tam or Kapustin Var. It
ie located 140 miles east of the Tyura Tam
Range Head on an azimuth of • and
050nilea eget of the 1(.pustinYar Launching
Complez on an azimuth of 950 • The pattern
is characterized by at lean 17 rows of pos-sible cable scars arranged in parallel lines.

intricate network of buried cable lines, road.,
and trails leads between these Bites and con-
nects with key areas of the Range Head.

approximately two miles apart. At intervals
of -2.25 miles, ground altar. forming "pine.
configurations are located ,p each of the

Thpossible cable soars. The •	 ar relation-slip between 00th:le co 'gyrations and
the nossible cable scam la a constanc - 1

Each leg of the “plua" configurnions
measures approximately 1,750 feet. No
associated buildings or objects are evident
in this desert area. A detailed description
of this ground pattern is given m HTA/
JM-19-5k.
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(13) Gable-roofed building

(14)Gable-roofed building
(15) Gable-roofed building, 40 by 30
feet and
(16) Shed-roofed building, L

(17) Gable-roofed building,

(18) Meet'
(19) Unidentified object.
(20) Building with dome on roof, total
height 60 feet.

(21) Building with dome on roof, total
height 60 feet.
(22) inetrionent, IS feet in diameter.
(23) Possible instrumentation for range
or airfield.
(24) Landing strip, approximately 740 by
100 feet.
(25) Building with possible dome on roof.
(26) Probable instruments.

25X1
2tX1
25X1
25X1

25X1
25X1
25X1
25X1
7SX1
25X1
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Site. 1 through 9 are located south of the
Range Head, and for disciumion purposes are
Included in this tiection. Site. 10, 11, 29, and
30 are located ea., and mst-northesar of the
Range Head. The remainder. Sites 12 through
28. are located north and northwest of Launch
Area "A". The two largest and apparently
rnoet eignificant, Site. 28 and 29, are prob-
ably major down range lnatrumentacion cen-
ter.. They are nearly equal in size and ap-
pear to be geometrically located with refer-
ence to the probable primary directional fire
to the northeast. It has already been pointed
out that • line bisecting the angle formed by
the Instrumentation Control Center and Sites
28 and 29 1. oriented on an azimuthof
and indicates the probable direction of the
Missile Test Range. Site. 28 and 29 are
&emitted in the guidance mection, page 36.
as possible component. of • long-baseline
radio-command guidance system. If these
ntes were major components of a triangular
guidance sy.tent some similarity in struc-
ture* should be expected, but none is ap-
parent. It is believed, therefore, that they
are primarily or exclusively instrumenta-
tion one.. Moreover, they are large enough
to accommodate a wide variety of instrumen-
tation equipment, and to hotme and support
operating per.onnel. Their location is appro-
priate for telemetry, radio, and optical
instrumentation for large ballinic missiles
fired from Launch Area "A".

The following fit • tabulation of the smal-
ler lostrumentstion sites located down range
and south of the Range Head. The two large
ones, Sites 28 and 29, coupled with an unueual
pattern of earth scars. Site 30, are considered
to be the most important down range facilities
and are discussed in detail following the tab -
ulation. Item numbers below correspond to
mite numbers on the facing graphic.

(I) Three probable buildings and three
unidentified objects, located 25.7 mile.
south of the launching platform (not
shown on facing graphic).
(2) Lattice tower, 85 feet high.
(3) One small building.
(4) Two small building..
(5) Two .mall probable building..
(6) One small building.
(7) Irregularly-oluped fenced area en-
closingone small building and one small
unidentified object. Approximately 2,550
feet south of thi, site is an •rea con-
taining • lattice tower and two possible
observation towers.

(8) Two small building*, 1,800 feet apart.
(9) One small building.
(10) One possible radar and three small
unidentified objects.
(11) Two probable vehicle, located
a cable tine encoding from the instru-
mentation Control Center. Although the
terminu. of thi• line is not covered by
photography, it is possibly •imilar to Site
22.
(12) One small building.
(13) Three small buildings and two small
unidentified object*.
(14) Four possible buildings, two small
unidentified objecte, and one •ma 11 cross-
shaped unidentified object.
(15) Three unidentified objects.
(16) Two large building., three probable
smaller buildings, one dome-shaped
structure, and two small unidentified ob-
jects.
(17) installation containing four probable
building..
(18) Inatallation containing three prob-
able buildings.
(19) Installation containing three prob-
able buildings.
(20) A possible radar and zasocistecl
tower, along with one small building,
• small earth mound, and two email
unidentified object..
(21) Two possible radar., • small build-
ing, and two small undentified objects.
(22) A fenced area, probably one of the
more eignificant immumentation site..
It measures 435 by 325 feet and encloses
One _---building with • pa.-
sible antenna on the roof,
foot building, one earth-covered bunker
approximately 35 by 30 feet, three ve-
hicle., and two unidentified objems. A
probable instrument is located 435 feet
northwest of the enclosure. A buried
cable line connects the fenced area with
the Instrumentation Control Center in
the Range Head. It should be noted that
a .imilar buried cable line leads by the
probable vehicles at Site 11, and a
bisector of the angle formed by these two
cable lints approximates the probable
primary direction of fire to the northeast.
(23) As I aaaaa ix small probable building..
(24) One •mall building.
(25) Four small building..
(26) Five possible instruments, each poa-
.ibly with associated generators, and
numerous vehicles.
(27) Five small unidentified object..

SITE 28
A major down range instrumentation

center is located approximately 60 miles
north of Launch Area "A". It is situated
within a fenced enclosure which measure.

and contain. 17 buildings of
various !size.. The most significant struc-
tures within the enclontre are two domes
(items 20 and 21), which are placed either
on the roofs of buildings or on •tructural
support.. The height of these domes, includ-
ing the building. or supports, is 60 feet. In
addition, another structure with • possible
dome on the roof (item 4) is situated in the
northern section of the fenced enclosure. The
enclosure clan contains several unidentified
objects which are probably instruments.

Located about 1,000 feet north of the
center, at the terminus of a short dirt road,
is an associated instrumentation station con-
sisting of • building (item 25) with a possible
dome on the roof. Adjacent to it are four
probable instruments which are apparently
arranged in • semicircle. More than 2,000
feet north-northwest of the center are two
isolated instruments (not Ithosm on graphic),
each at the terminus of a dirt road. A natural-
eurface landing strip, which is *Mined •ev-
emit hundred feet east of the center, measures
approximately 740 by 100 feet.

The following is a tabulation of etructure•
found at Site 28, Item numbers correepond
to those on the accompanying graphic.

(1) Unidentified object.
(2) Unidentified object.

(3) Gable-roofed building, 	

(4) Probabl -bal—Itling, I
with possible dome on roof.
(5) Gable-roofed revetted bttllding.	 25X1

25X1

25X1
25X1

2X1
25X1

25X1
25X1
25X1

(6) Gable-roofed building,'

(7) Gable-roofed building,
(I) Shed-roofed building,
(9) Gable-roofed buildingL 	
	 _with masr on roof.
(10) Building or bunker,
(11) Gable-roofed building
(12) Gable-roofed building
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SITES 29 AND 30

(18) Possiide instrument,
meter. 2501

(19) Building or possible dome, 2501

25%1

(20) Building or possible dome,
25%1

25%1

25%1

3SX I

25%1
2511. I

25X

Sites 29 and 30, less than • mile apart,
•re •ituated approximately 68 miles east-
northeast of Launch Area "A". Site 29
consists of two fenced enclosures and 	
unfenced building, with asmociated Instru-
ment.. Site 30 consists of .everal linear
earth scars, two of which form an X-like
configuration. A network of roads and trails
connects the two •ites.

The larger of the two enclosures at Site
29 measures feel over-all. It
contains •everal building., one building or
bunker, and • number of unidentified objects.
The smaller encloaure, which measures

haa seven unidentified objects.
Outside the fenced enclosure., and grouped
together, are two identical buildings or
pais ib le dome -covered ins trumenta and three
possible instruments,
meter.

Site 30 is situated 2,800 feet south-south-
east of Site 29. It is possible only to deter-
mine that the pattern of earth scars evident
at Site 30 cormist, primarily of two X-
shaped legs, at the ends of which there are
very email cleared 	 . The west-north-
west/east-southeast leg measures
45 feet, and the west-southwest/east-north-
east leg measures , The treat-
southwest/east-northeaat leg of the config-
uration ha• an aximuth of 700 /250 0. This
azimuth compare. favorably with the
azimuth of the Interferometer-Type Inatru-
mentarion Site in the Range Head (page 38).
Other leas prominent earth scars are also
evident in the •rea.

Eighteen hundred feet northeast of the
%-like configuration, and approximately in
line with the orientation of the west-aouth-
west/eget-northeast leg, are two po..ible
vehicle. with instrument. and five unidenti-
fied ob j ects, two of which measure
square (not shown on graphic).

The following is a tabulation of •truc-
tures found •t Site 29. Item numbers corres-
pond to those on the accompanying graphic.

(I) Unidentified object,
(2) Building or bunker,
(3) Unidentified object,
(4) Gable-roofed building
•nd 20 feet high.
(5) Gab/e-roofed building
and 20 feet high.
(6) Unidentified object,

0-905

(7) Unidentified object,
(8) Unidentified object,
(9) Gable-roofed building,
(to) Unidentified object,
and 15 feet high.
(12) Building,
(12) Building,
(13) Building,

- 42 -

(14) Building,
(15) Seven unidentified object.,

inside the smaller fenced
enc/o.ure.
(16) Possible instrument,:
meter.
(17) Possible instrument,
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PROBABLE TERMINAL RANGE INSTRUMENTATION
The five sites identified in the Law/

Yelovka Area of he Kamchatka Peninsula
probably conuitute • portion' of the ter-
mini./ range instrumentation for the Tyura
Tam Missile Test Range. The site. src
located urns 3,400 mile. from Ty.. Tam
in relatively isolated and in some instances

inacesaible areas. Two are in the mountain-
./ and heavily forested area northeast of
Yelovka. Three are aim...long die Bering
Sea coast, and if indeed associated with the
Trim Tam Misaile Test Range auggeat a
possible continuation of this Range beyond the
Soviet land masa. In this connection, it is
significant on note that a missile fired from
Tyura Tarn in the probable primary direction
of fire on • trajectory having an azimuth of
40 0 would pus over the IJka/Yelovka area on

• It •hould be noted that only • small area
of the Kamchatka Peniuula has been covered
by photography. An evaluation of die number,
location, and significance of these five
inunimentation situ should, therefore, take
this fact into consideration.
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INSTRUMENTATION SITE 'A'
Inatrumentation Site "A" is located at

97°51 N/162°05' B. on the coast of the Bering
Sea eight miles nordweat of Uka. h
of an interferometer-type instrumentation
site, a fenced In•trumentation and support
•rea, and • small fenced commuMcation area .

The interferometer-type instrumenta-
tion eke is &Imoat identical with the "plus"
configuration in the Range Head. It has six
aimilady.positioned radoman, each approxi-
mately in diameter, and two bunkers
under conatruction (items 1 and 2). The length
of each leg in the configuration la approxi-
mately 200 feet, and the minor differences
In dimensions between dna mite and the one
at the Range Head, the leg. of which are

probably reauit from mensural
limitation. rather than from actual differ-
ence• in length. The bunker (item 1) located
near the center of the "plus" configuration
mea•ure• Ind Ira. not completely
earth covered at the time of photography.
The other bunke r (item 2) wa• under construc-
tion Soo feet to the south. Both bunker.
are in approximately the same position
re/atone to the "plum" configuration as the
one• at the bumferosneter-Type Instrumen-
tation Site in the Range Head.

The Inatrumentation and support area
(Item. 3-29), which is encloaed by a fence
meamiring 1,100 by 665 feet, contains 13
buildings a. well a. various probable instru-
ments and unidentified objects. The moot
noteworthy single object is • dome on the
roof of • building (item 27), similar to the
one on the building in the Instrumentation
Control Center in the Range Head.

The small communication area (item.
30.33) is enclosed by • fence meiwuring
210 by 160 feet. The most important mruc-
ture in the encloeure la • building (item 30),
measuring Mtli one or two small
mast, on the roof or adjacent to the building.
A linear earth scar extend. 1,950 feet from
dna fenced enc/oaure northwestward to the
iwtrumentation and aupport area. The
following i. • tabu/anon of structures found
at Instrumentation Site "A". Item numbers
correapond to those on the accompanying
graphic.

(1) Bunker, under construction,

(2) Bunker under construction.
(3) Building under construction.
feet.

(4) Two possible dome-shaped instru-
ments, each approximately 10 feet in
diameter.
(5) Single-story, flat-roofed building.._.

•	 with poseible •ntenna
long on the roof.
(6) Unidentified object.
(7) Single.mory, gable-roofed building,
25 feet aquare. Adjacent no the build-
ing are two unidentified objects, each
approximately 20 feet in diameter.
(8) Unidentified object.
(9) Unidentified object.
(10) Three pyramidal tent.,
square.
(11) Single.etory, gable-roofed building,
95 by 40 feet.
(12) Single-story, gable-roofed building.
SO by 25 feet.
(13) Posmible shed,	 stith
unidentified object on roof.
(14) Single-story, gable-roofed building,

(15) Single-mory, gable-roofed building,
30 by 25 feet.
(16) Large earthen or gravel mound, 90
feet in diameter.
(17) Single-story, gable. roofed building,

with two possible vents.
(It) Possible underground storage tank,
approximately '	in diameter.
(19) Probable abed, 10 feet square.
(20) Single-otory, monitor-roofed build-
ing, 50 by 45 feet.
(21) Excavation,.
(22) Bunker, 30 feet square.
(23) Sing/e..tory, gable-roofed building,

(24) Single-story, gable-roofed building,

(25) Unidentified object.
(26) Single-awry shed-roofed building,

(27) Single-story, gable-roofed building,
with 10-foot-diameter

dome on roof.
(28) Unidentified object,

(29) Two vehicles: one

(30) Single-stor-y, gable-roofed building,
: with mast, on roof,

(31) Unidentified object.
(32) Possible generator abed,
aquare.
(33) Unidentified object.

0-907
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INSTRUMENTATION SITE `13'

Irutrumentation Site "B" is located at
515°57. N/161°15 E, nine miles east-north-
east of the town of Ye lovka and 60 miles south-
•outhweet of Instrumentation Site "A". It
con s i sss of a probable interferometer-type
instrumentation site under construction and
an instrumentation and support area. The
"plus" configuration, when completed, prob-
ably rvill be similar to the one at Instru-
mentation Site "A" and the one in the Range
Head. It con s i sss of six •imilady-positioned
possible rsdomeit and two bunkers under con-
struction. As at the other sites, one bunker
is located near the center of the "plus" con-
figuration. and another is located more than
400 feet out from the center.

Although there are some dimensional
difference. between thi• site and the other
two, they probably result from the inherent
difficulties of making precise measurements
on oblique photography. For example, the
length of the legs appears to range from 190
to 225 feet, and the two possible radornes,
which are positioned on the northeast and
northwest legs, seem to be spaced unequally,

The in.trumentation and support area
consists of 16 buildings in addition to num-
erous instruments and unidentified objects.
One building with • dome on the roof (item
3) is similar to the one. in the Instrumentation
Control Center at the Range Head and at In-
strumentation Site "A".

The following is • tabulation of •truc-
titree found at Instrumentation Site "B".
Item numbers correspond to those on the
accompanying graphic.

(I) Bunker under con.truction with ramp
leading downward into one side.
(2) Bunker under construction,
feet, and one unidentified object
went-northwest from the bunker.
(3) Single-story building, 30 by 25 feet,
with dome on roof.
(4) Excavation, 40 by 35 feet.
(5) Single-story building, 50 by 30 feet,
with large dome on roof.
(6) Single-story building, 30 feet square.
(7) Single-etory building, 55 by 30 feet.
(8) Probable mound, 30 feet in diameter.
(9) Probable mound, 30 feet in diameter.
(10) Single-ntory building, 30 feet square.
(11) Single-story, gable-roofed building,
110 by 35 feet.
(12) Unidentified object.

0908

(13) Single-story, gable-roofed building,
110 by 35 feet.
(14) Single-awry probable building, 50
by 35 feet.
(15) Unidentified object.
(16) Single-story, flat-roofed building,
40 by 35 feet.
(17) Unidentified object.
(18) Sing/e-ntory, gable-roofed building,
30 by 25 feet.
(19) Two -story building, 45 by 35 feet.
(20) Two - story, gable - roofed building. 55
by 45 feet.
(21) Single-story building, 45 by 30 feet.
(22) Unidentified object.
(23) Three unidentified objects,
feet, spaced at 50-foot intervals.

(24) Possible bunker, 25 feet square.
(25) Unidentified object.
(26) Three unidentified objects.
(27) Single-story building, 65 by 30 feet.
(28) Probable mound.
(29) Single-story possible building, 50 by
35 feet.
(30) Single-story building, 35 by 25 feet.

POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS
OF INSTRUMENTATION

SITES 'A' AND 'B'

The "plus" configurations at Instru-
mentation Sites "A" and "B" serve as some
type of missile instrumentation and, in this
role, may be used for the dual purposeof 00-

quiring • target and providing trajectory data.
In turn, these data then could be used to orient
high-gain telemetry antennas, other electron-
ic tracking equipment, or optical instruments
which may be located at any one of the numer-
ous facilities and structures evident in the
areas. It is important to note that the south-
east leg of the "plus" configuration at In-
strumentation Site "A" has an azimuth of

and the ...least leg of the
"plus" configuration under construction at
Instrumentation Site "B" has • similar
orientation, i.e., an azimuth of
Moreover, as previously indicated, the tra-
jectory of • missile fired from Tyura Tam
along an azimuth of 40°, in the probable pri-
mary direction of fire, would pass over this
area on an azimuth of

• •	 •
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POSSIBLE INSTRUMENTATION SITE 'C'
Possible Instrumentation Site "C" is

located at 57°04 N/161°20 . B, 15 miles north-
east of Yelovka and approximately 10 miles
north-northeast of Instrumentation Site 'It"
Iv what appears to be on extremely isolated
and forested area. The installation appear.
to be of relatively recent construction and
contains four gable-roofed building. and num-
erous unidentified object.. F l ive dome-shaped
objects in line (item 12) poasibly contain

instruments.	 A road leads to the top of • 25%1

high hill on which there ts one flat-roofed
building (item 1) and four poasible vans (item

(3) Sinule-stoey, gable-roofed building, (9) Two unidentified objects.
(10) Unidentified object.

25X1
2501

2).
The following is a tabulation of the com-

(4) Unidentified object.
(5) Cleared area,	 in diameter.

(11) Single-awry, gable-roofed building,
2501

ponents of Possible Instrumentation Site "C". (6) Five unidentified object. in cleared (12) Five dome-shaped objects, which
Item numbers correspond to those on the ac- possibly contain instrumental, approxi- 2501

coirapsnying graphic.
(1) Flat-roofed building,
(2) Four powthle vans: two

(7) Single-story, gable-roofed building,

(I) Single- awry, gable-roofed building,

mately
(13) Unidentified object.
meter.

2501

25X1
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PROBABLE INSTRUMENTATION SITE 'D'
Probable Instrumentation Site "D" is

located at 57°09' b1/162°48' II, on the coast
of Osernoy Bay about 45 miles southeast of
Uks. It consists of two 	  about 3,000
feet apart, which contain a total of 14
buildings, several possible instruments, and
several unidentified objects. Approximate-
ly 3,500 feet west of the southern area is
an unidentified irregularly-•haped clearing,
which measures 300 by 230 feet and is
connected by road with the coastal area.

The following is • tabulation of the com-
ponents of Probable Instrumentation Site
"D". Item numbers correspond to those on
the accompanying graphic.

(1) One and one-half story, modified
gable-roofed building,'
(2) Single-story, gable-roofed building,

with an unidentified
ob j ect on the roof.
(3) Unidentified object,
(4) Single-story, gable-roofed building,

(5) One possible instrument, approxi-
mately
(6) One po•sibie instrument. approxi-
mately
(7) Unidentified object.
(8) Possible instrument 	 in Ma-
gnet,.
(9) Two unidentified ob j ects, 25 by 10
feet.
(10) Possible bunker,'
(11) Possible instrument.

(12) Two unidentified objects,
feet.
(13) Possible instrument
(14) Possib/e instrument,

(15) Possible shed, 20 feet square.
(16) Possible mast.
(17) Unidentified object, to feet in dia-
meter, in the center of a cleared area
30 feet in diameter.
(18) Single-story, gable-roofed building,

(19) Three probable instruments.
(20) Possible shed,
(21) Possible building,
(22) Unidentified object.
(23) Single-story budding, 20 by 15 feet.
(24) Single-story, gable-roofed building,
35 by 20 feet.
(25) L-shaped, single-story, gable-roof
ed building, 25 by 15 feet, with swing
10 feet square.
(26) Two-story, gable-roofed building,
115 by 25 feet.
(27) Unidentified object,
(28) Possible shed,
(29) Unidentified object,
meter in center of an earthscarred area.
(30) Two-story, possible building, 25 by
15 feet.
(31) Sing/e-story, gable-roofed building,
35 by 25 feet, with two attached sheds, 10
feet square.
(32) Cleared area, 300 by 230 feet.
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PROBABLE INSTRUMENTATION SITE

Probable Inatrumentation Site "13" is
located on the coast of Osernoy Bay at
57°16 N/162°45' E, nine miles north of Pro-
bable Inetrumentation Site "ID". It contains

LOA I	 19 buildings, four vehicles, and 	
unidentified objects. A dome, 20 feet in
diameter, located on the roof of • building
(item 5), probably cover, a large Metro-
Tent.

3g'd

Of undetermined significance is the pre-
• ence at the time of photography of two
ship. 1.5 milee ar shore .57°20 . N/162°44'
11, five miles north-northeast of Probable In-
• trumentation Site "E". The larger one, a
cargo type, 1. 300 feet long while the emit-
ier one, •ituated alongside, be 60 feet long.
Although it I. poroible that thee. vrosel•
bring supplies to the isolated coastal sites,
they may, on be other hand, poosibly serve
as range "picket" ships.

The following is • tabulation of Me
components of Probable Inatrumentation Site
"E". Item numbers correspond m Moat
on the accompanying graphic.

(1) Single-story, gable-roofed
30 by 23 feet.
(2) Single-etory building with curved roof,
30 feet equare.
(3) Unidentified object, 10 feet in dia-
meter.

25X1	 (4) Poroible shed, [
(5) Single-story, gable-roofed building,
35 by 20 feet, with dome approximately
20 feet in diameter on roof.
(6) Single-otory, gable-roofed reverted
building, 45 by 30 feet.
(7) Single-story, gable-roofed building,
35 by 30 feet.
(8) Single-story, gable-roofed building,
30 by 20 feet.
(9) Single-story, gable . rooled building,
20 feet aquare with poesible cable line
extending m water.
(10) Single-otory, gable-roofed building,
35 by 30 feet.
(II) Single-otory, gable-roofed,revetted
building, 95 by 30 feet.

0-911

(12) Single-story, gable-roofed building,
30 by 20 feet.
(13) Single-story, flat-roofed budding,

(14) Single-story building,...
(15) Single-story, gable-roofed building,
IS by 15 feet.
(16) Unidentified object, 10 feet in dia.
Meter.
(17) Four vehicles, each r
(18) Single -.tory, gable-roofed building,
30 by 25 feet.
(19) Sing/e-story, flat-roofed building,
30 by 25 feet.
(20) Single-story building, 20 by 10 feet.
(21) Shed. L	
(22) Singleromry building,[ 	
with unidentified object on roof.
(23) Four unidentified object.,
feet in diameter, forming rectangle, 30
by 15 feet.

I le
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CONCLUSIONS

The Tyura Tam Missile Launching Complex constitutes a major permanent Soviet missile
test center of unusual significance. When completed, the Complex probably will be capable of
locally fulfilling requirements for propellants, electric power, and water, and of •upporting
excess of 5,500 persons.

The Range Head, with one launching facility completed ,	can be expanded
by the northward extension of the rail line and the addition of any number of launching facilitieo.

• • •

The apparent emphasis placed upon the railroad in almosn every phase of operation within
the Complex indicatca Mat the Soviets are developing rail-supported and, probably, fully integrated
rail-mobile mle systems.

• • •

The missile launching structure at Tyura Tent is apparently designed to support the launch-
ing and want testing of large ballistic missiles with intercontinental, satellite, and space-flight
“pabilines.

• • •

Launching or static testing of large ballistic missiles at Tyura Tann probably could have
been conducted by midsummer 1957 and possibly for alimited period prior thereto.

• • •

Use at Tyura Tani of new or unusual propulsion systema is suggested by the magnitude and
complexity of the launching strummer and its support facilities.

• • •

A new major Soviet overland mle test range, oriented to the north... along an azimuth
of approximately 40° from Tyura Tarn, probably extends at least 3,400 miles to the Kamchatka
Peninsula.

• • •
Two directions of fire from Tyura Tam are apparent -- the probable primary direction

(400 ) to the northeast, and the possible alternate direction (90 0) to the east.

• • •

The magnitude and complexity of instrumentation facilities in the Tyura Tam Missile Test
Range, particularly those in the Range Head and those at down range, indicate that the Soviets
have developed numerous and sophisticated procedures for the volume collection of flight and
atatic test data.

• • •

Probable terminal range instrumentation facilities for the Tyura Tam Missile Test Range
are grouped in the Uka/Yelovka area of the Kamchatka Peninsula and along the coast of the Ber-
ing Sea, south-southeast of Uka.

• • •
The Sowers possibly employ an inertial-type guidance system at Tyura Tam.

• • •
The Missile Launching Complex and Test Range are supported by an elaborate network of

communication facilities that includes an extensive high-frequency, long-distance, point-to-
point communication system incorporating the use of rhombic antennas.

- 49 - TOP SECRET-,
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KLYUCHI COMMUNICATION CENTER
A high-frequency, long-range radio Corn-

munintion Center was under construction in
'near the town of Klyuchi on

the Kamchatka Peninsula. The Center.
located • t 56°19' N/1600 51. B. measure. 4,500
by 1,700 feet over-all and is composed of
two meparate aaaaa . The Larger, • head-
quarters and support area. encompasses
some 25 acre. •nd, when complete, will
contain at least 39 major building. and
• ructures. The smaller, • communication
area, i. characterized by two double rhom-
bic antenna arrays under conwruction and
by extensive clearing of wooded area, for
construction of at lent two possib/e additional
rhombic arrays. A large control building,
• cooling tower, and three •mall building. are
also situated in the area.

The Center is located adjacent to a
densely wooded area 3,500 feet south of
Klyuchi and is served by several unimproved
roads. Overhead power and/or communi-
cation line. and • large water line also
serve die Center. An intricate network of
ditch., prob•bly part of • water or central
heating system, and linear ground scars,
probably cable lines, connect various build-
ings and structures. Vehicle revetments,
nrth-mounded structures, and *ever./ uni-
dentified object. are also evident. A relative-
ly large heliport with seven Hound helicopters
present is located approximately one mile to
the went.

The •ize and configuration of rhombic
antenna array. A and B. under construction
at the Klyuchi Communication Center, are
nearly identical to several rhombic arrays
found at Communication Area "A" in die
Tyura Tam Mi.eile Launching Complex (see
page 31). In addition to being double rhom-
bic., they have an orientation of
north, which defines • great circle azimuth
toward Tyura Tam. It is possible, there-
fore. that these antenna ...cairn., coupled
with the contiguous headquarters and sup-
port •rea, constitute a key component of the
(yura Tam Missile Test Range.

The following is a tabulation of the
components of the Communication Center.
Item number. correepond to those on the
accompanying graphic.
Communication Area

Antenna

(A) Large double rhombic, under con.

Length of one side	 410'
Separation of end maws	 85'
Length of nujor axis 	 740'
Length Of minor axis	 340'

• 91116

Azimuth of major nig

(B) Small double rhombic, under con.

Length of one side	 220.
Separation of end maws	 60'
Length of major axis 	 390'
Length of minor aid.	 160'

Azimuth of major axis

(C) Poinlb/e double rhombic, under con-
atruction.
Length of one .ide	 350'
Separation of end masts	 Bo'

Length of major axis 	 660'
Length of minor axis 	 215'
AzimAth of major axis

(D) Possible single rhombic under con-
struction.
Length of major axis 	 400'
Atimuth of major axi.

Structurn

(1) Control building, multistory, hip.
roofed, 105 by 45 feet, with a single-
story flat-roofed extension, 45 by 25 feet.
(2) Building, single-story, flat-roofed,
30 by 15 feet.
(3) Three van-type truck.,

(4) Building, single-story, flat-roofed,

(5) Cooling tower, 15 feet square.
(6) Shed, 15 by 10 feet.
(7) Large U-shaped earthen structure.

Headquarters and Support Area

Structures 
(8) Building, ningle-story, gable-roofed

with • shed-type exteriaion.
on the east side.

(9) Building, single-story, gable-roofed,
with • small shed on the

south side.
(10) Building, single -.tory. gable-roofed.

Appears to be reverted.•

(11) Building under conatruction. 50 by
25 feet.
(12) Pos•ible building constrUction site.

(13) Building, single-story, flat-roofed.

(14) Building, single-nory, flat-roofed,

(15)Building. single-wory, gable-roofed,

(16) Reverted "cross-shaped" building.
Main part in	 with a wing,

1	 on each tilde.
(17) Building, single-atory, gable-roofed,

with ,hod-type ertenion.
On the east end.

(18) Building, .ingle-story flat-roofed,

(19) Building, aingle-wory flat-roofed,
25 feet square.
(20) Building, single-story. flat-roofed,
.1" shaped. •
feet.
(21) Building, •ingle-story. with modi-

lied gable roof,
(22) Building, under contruction, 120

I Framework for one sun y
in complete.
(23) Building under contruction. multi-
story, I
(24) Building, mingle-story. flat-roofed.

(25) Building, two-atory administration-
type, • with six dormer, on the roof.
(26) Building.,single-story, flat-roofed,
ao by 15 feet.
(27) Buildingsmultistory. with modified
hipped roof. Center
portion in I
(28) Pour buildings, each single-story,
Bat-roofed,
(29) Building, multistory, gable-roofed,

(30) Three buildings under construction.
Will probably be admit.ar to building 27.

(Si) Four buildings, each single-story,
flat-roofed. one with •
15-fon-square addition.
(32) Two building., each muldworied.
gable-roofed, I
(33) Building, ningle-story gable- roofed.
40 by 25 feet.
(34) Pump house, 20 feet square.

• The Klyuchl Corrununication Center was
identified too late to be included as an inte-
grated portion of this report. Benne of in
apparent signficance, particularly with re-
ference to the Tyne TamMisnileTest Range,
an analysis was prepared and added to din
report just prior to distribution. It sup-
plements the section on the Minnie Test
Range, ispecificany page. 34 through 48.
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